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HEADLINES

TERRY R. HEAD
IAM President

Editor’s note: In this issue of The Portal, we introduce a new regular feature, “Going 
Green,” which will include articles by and about IAM members who are taking steps to 
reduce their carbon footprint. Our first installment begins on page 42. 

A Deeper Shade of Green

The September–October issue of The Portal, which was our Annual Meeting issue, focused on 
sustainability and what IAM members are currently doing to reduce their impact on the envi-

ronment. In my president’s message for that particular issue I posed the rhetorical question: “What 
Shade of Green R U?” 
 My intent was to generate an internal assessment of the degree to which we—as individuals, the 
industry, and members of our Association—are committed to contribute to protecting the environ-
ment. As I noted in my remarks, IAM’s leaders are positioning the Association to spearhead a global 
effort to address the challenges of safeguarding our planet for future generations. 
 To me, the key phrase here is “future generations”—those who are most likely to benefit from 
good stewardship of our resources and to whom it will make a meaningful difference. 
 You no doubt noticed that as part of our registration process for the IAM Annual Meeting, we 
offered members an opportunity to offset their carbon footprint by making donations to Carbonfund.
org with the goal of making our conference carbon-neutral. Because this was a first for IAM, I can’t 
claim it was an outright success, but we did generate some enthusiasm and reasonable participation; 
even some other global industry trade associations made financial contributions to the effort.
 In addition, a representative of Carbonfund.org made a presentation in San Diego to our Young 
Professionals (YP-35) group. The session prompted some interesting e-mails and postings on a 
variety of social media sites. I enjoyed reading and responding to some of those remarks, many of 
which were well conceived and passionate. But for me, the real joy came from seeing the exchange 
of dialogue, which is how all programs gain momentum and become successful. 
 The establishment of the Association’s I AM GREEN initiative is only the first step in creating a 
forum in which people can exchange thoughts, ideas, and suggestions as to what can and should be 
done to meet our industry’s environmental and sustainability challenges.
 In 2011 I look forward to working very closely with the newly elected YP-35 leadership, the 
Core Members Management Board, and the IAM Executive Committee in crafting a strategic direc-
tion for the Association to move its sustainability program forward. However, this initiative will be 
successful only through the support and engagement of the entire membership. 
 I welcome your ideas and input on what that direction might be. I just hope it will result in all 
of us becoming a deeper shade of green.



IAM 48TH ANNUAL MEETING

7th Annual Breast Cancer Research 5K Charity Run:
A Year of Records!

By Robert Cormier, Group Director, Sales and Marketing, Santa Fe Group

It was truly a year for setting records!
 This is where it all began six years ago with the 2004 IAM  

Annual Meeting in San Diego, the first-ever Santa Fe Breast 
Cancer Research 5K Fun Run. I recall a day when it was very hot 
and we had no idea what to expect in terms of turnout or overall 
interest. We were offered assistance by our good friend, Janet 
Bowen at Crown Worldwide Moving & Storage, who is a breast 
cancer survivor, and she has supported us ever since. 
 As we all know, the first event was a great success and has 
grown each year. This year, we were blessed with a beautiful day 
in San Diego, although it was hot once again. We had more than 
100 registrations, including 89 who completed the 5K event. We 
had a record year in fundraising as well, raising US$18,843 to 
benefit the Johns Hopkins Breast Cancer Research Charity Fund. 
 Here are the results from the event this year:

Men’s Results:
39 and under: Enrique Lopez, Relocations Espana 
     (New men’s record of 20:02)
40–59: Steven Brown, Grace International Removals
60+: Ed van Bodegraven, Voerman International BV Moving
     and Relocation Services

Women’s Results:
39 and under: Lisa Drewry, Taylor Moving & Storage 
     (New women’s record of 22:40)
40–59: Mindy Vanden Berg, Graebel Movers International
60+: Doris Bourne, Premier Worldwide LLC

 A charity auction also was held, and you will find the results 
posted with the Web version of this issue. 
 There are so many to thank for assistance and support—far 
too many to list here. Our heartfelt thanks to the everyone who 
helped to make this event such an outstanding success. See you 
next year in Denver!  

The runners assemble just before the race.

Some of 
the runners 
pause for a 
photo op.

Onlookers 
applaud 
as Enrique 
Lopez 
approaches 
the finish 
line.

Lisa Drewry 
set a new 
women’s 
record for 
the 39-
and-under 
group.



Steven Brown, in the home stretch

Robert Cormier, organizer of the 5K Charity Run

Mindy Vanden Berg took the honors in the 
women’s 40–59 age group.

Runners take a break after the race. Eva Baur
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Santiago Bosch



Advancing Opportunities—and Friendships—in San Diego

IAM members have told us many times 
that the Annual Meeting is a powerful 

venue for promoting a company’s ser-
vices and products and developing new 
professional relationships. This year, IAM 
welcomed more than 2,000 members and 
guests to San Diego for four days of non-
stop business sessions, tradeshow exhibits, 
networking, conversation, and celebration.  
 The theme for IAM’s 48th Annual 
Meeting—“Enhancing Value, Advanc-
ing Opportunities”—continues the course 
that IAM charted in 2009, with the name 
change to International Association of 
Movers. That was a milestone for the orga-
nization, one that enhanced IAM’s stand-
ing in the eyes of the industry. Our purpose 
is to continue building the esteem of IAM 
and the value of membership, providing 
members with greater opportunities to 
establish connections, to diversify business 
activities, and to participate with a strong 
voice regarding issues that affect all of us 
and the way we do business.

Off to a brisk start
IAM members streamed into the Man-
chester Grand Hyatt Hotel hours—and 
in many cases, days—before conference 
Registration opened Wednesday morning. 
They wasted no time in seeking out fellow 
members for the all-important individual 
meetings, many of which had been set up 
weeks ahead using the new IAM Global-
Match online appointment tool. 
 While the exhibitors were busy setting 
up the tradeshow, the Knowledge Lab 
kicked off the conference activities with 
two sessions for newcomers. A panel of 

IAM tradeshow experts, including Robin 
Leslie (MoversPOE), George Sikora 
(Transport Management International), 
and Robin Sultan (Prime Transport), of-
fered practical advice and handy tips on 
the art of booth sales. New members/first 
attendees heard from former Board Chair 
Georgia Angell (Deseret Forwarding 
International) on how to make the most of 
their time at the conference. In all, eight 
Knowledge Lab sessions were held over 
four days, with topics ranging from how 
to work best with young professionals 
and older managers to providing global 

customer service, diversifying into records 
storage as a new business, and preparing 
an exit strategy for selling or closing a 
business.
 While the Knowledge Lab was in full 
swing, the Joint Leadership Breakfast 
convened the IAM Executive Commit-
tee, the Core Members Management 
Board, and the YP-35 Management 
Board. IAM staff updated the elected 
leadership on programs and issues current-
ly facing the industry and the Association, 
and the chairs of IAM’s seven standing 
committees reported on their activities.









As the sun sank low over the San Diego harbor, the offi-
cial launch of the 48th Annual Meeting was observed 

at a series of rolling receptions. Early in the evening, new 
members, first-time attendees, and special guests gathered 
on the 32nd floor, while the YP-35 group—150-strong—
mingled at their own terrace party with an equally stunning 
view of the evening sky. An hour later, all conference at-
tendees came together at the pool deck for the all-members 
Opening Reception, where food, beverages, and musical 
entertainment formed the backdrop for the reunion of more 
than 2,000 colleagues—most of whom hadn’t seen each 
other for a year or more and many who were meeting for 
the first time.





Capping off an exciting first day, IAM 
“raised the stakes” on how to have 

fun and support a worthy cause. Casino 
Night, the first fund raiser of its kind to 
benefit the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship 
Fund, brought out an enthusiastic crowd 
to enjoy the games of chance—and the 
chance to win valuable raffle prizes. Two 
bejeweled and be-feathered showgirls 
pulled raffle tickets from a hat, and at the 
end of the evening presented the three 
grand prize winners with their “take”:
• Juan Carlos Ortiz (Moving Systems 

S.A.), one free registration for the 
2011 IAM Annual Meeting in Denver, 
Colorado; 

• Debbie Weeks (A & W Transportation 
Systems Inc.), two free nights at the 
Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel; and 

• Margarita Fernandez (Baldera S.A. 
DE C.V.), a $200 Restaurant Gift Cer-
tificate at the Manchester Grand Hyatt 
Hotel.

 The much-anticipated Texas Hold 
‘Em Poker Tournament held players and 
observers enthralled, with the winning 
hands finally coming about 30 minutes 
after Casino Night had officially ended. 
The results:  
• First place: Wesley Thome (Team-

work Mudancas Internacionais Ltda.), 
one free registration for the 2011 IAM 
Annual Meeting in Denver, Colorado;

• Second Place: Donald Goldberg 
(Gridiron Forwarding), two free 
nights at the Manchester Grand Hyatt 
Hotel

• Third Place: IAM President Terry 
Head, a $250 American Express gift 
card

 
 The biggest winner of all, of course, 
was the Scholarship Fund itself, which 
grossed $22,000 in contributions to pro-
vide tuition assistance to qualified college 
students in the transportation field. Many 
thanks to the members who sponsored the 
event (see sidebar). 

Casino Night Sponsors

Bar Sponsors
Covan Worldwide Moving • Coleman World Group

Daycos
Tri Star Freight System Inc.

 
Card Table Sponsors

ABBA International • BINL Incorporated • DeWitt Transportation 
Services of Guam• Executive Relocation International, Inc •

Gateways International, Inc • Gosselin Group • Gridiron Forwarding Co, Inc.
• Jet Forwarding Inc. • National Forwarding Co., Inc .
• Puget Sound International • Royal Hawaiian Movers 

• True North Relocation, LLC 
 

Non-Card Table Sponsors
Grupo Mundanzas Mundiales • Deseret Forwarding International, Inc.





2010 ANNUAL MEETING EXHIBITORS

21st Century Relocations Inc.  •  Air Animal Pet Movers  •  American Moving & Storage Association  

•  American Services (Italy) SRL  •  Argenvans Transportes Internacionales SA  •  Asian Relocation Association  

•  Asia-Pacific Worldwide Movers—China Group  •  Burke Bros Moving Group  

•  Cartwright International Van Lines, Inc.  •  China Way International Moving & Warehousing  

•  Continental Movers & Transport Sdn. Bhd.  •  Contour Logistics Inc.  •  Covan International  

•  Custom Movers Services, Inc.  •  Echo Trans World Inc.  •  E-Movers  

•  end2end relocations (A Div. of end2end logistics global pvt. ltd.)  •  EWS Group  •  Falcon Freight Forwarders  

•  Felix Relocations (M) SDN BHD  •  Fleenor Paper Company Inc.  •  Gallagher Transport International Inc.  

•  Globe Moving & Storage Co. Pvt. Ltd.  •  Gosselin Group N.V.  •  GTS Group  •  Intermove Egypt  

•  ITO Moebeltransport GmbH  •  Jacksonville Box & Woodwork Co.  •  Jordanian Coast Cargo Services  

•  La Rosa del Monte  •  LACMA  •  Leader Freight Forwarders  •  Lynden Transport  

•  Matson Navigation Company, Inc.  •  Milburn Printing  •  Moving Home Company Ltd.  •  Movingedu.com  

•  Myanmar Express International Moving Services, Co.  •  New Haven Moving Equipment  

•  Ocean Star International, Inc. (OSI)  •  Orient Express Forwarding Pte. Ltd.  •  Orient International Relocations  

•  Orphee Beinoglou Int’l Forwarders SA  •  PAIMA  •  PM Relocations Pvt. Ltd.  •  Prime Transport  

•  R.W. Smith & Co., Inc.  •  Rainier Overseas Movers, Inc.  •  Reindeer Auto Relocation  

•  Relocation Insurance Group  •  Republic Moving & Storage  •  Shipco Transport  

•  Simply Ship International Ltd.  •  Speedy Moving SRL  •  Subalipack (M) Sdn. BHD  

•  Suddath Government Services/Relocation Assurance Corporation  •  Tellus Leads  

•  Totem Ocean Trailer Express, Inc.  •  Transpo Services  •  Transport Management International Ltd.  

•  Traslocare.CO.UK  •  Traslocare.IT S.R.L.  •  Universal Relocations India Pvt Ltd  

•  U.S. Bank Transportation Solutions  •  Vehicle Registration Services  •  Voerman Russia (Moscow)  

•  Voxme Software, Inc.  •  Worldcare Pet Transport, LLC  •  YRC Worldwide, Inc.   



Celebrating success
Thursday morning again brought together 
all IAM members, this time for the new 
IAM All-Membership Breakfast & 
Business Session. After a welcome by 
Chairman Randy Groger (RKG Associ-
ates), AFW Scholarship Fund President 
Heather Engel (True North Relocation 
LLC) thanked the sponsors and partici-
pants who helped make Casino Night such 
a success, announced the 2010 scholarship 
recipients (see page 71), and accepted 
$30,000 in extremely generous donations 
to the fund from four IAM members and 
the Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel (see 
box below).
 The celebration continued with the 
induction into the IAM Hall of Honor 
of Jackie Agner (Puget Sound Interna-
tional), Tom Cartwright (American World 
Forwarders), and Jim Thompson (Crown 
Worldwide Group). Each honoree re-
ceived a crystal award and certificate of 
induction. Megan Thornberry accepted 
the award of behalf of her father, Tom 
Cartwright, who passed away in 2003.
 President Terry Head wrapped up the 
morning session with his “State of the 

 “I thought by this age that all of the 
extraordinary moments in my life 

were over, yet here I stand … 
I would thank you all from the 
bottom of my heart, but for you 

my heart has no bottom.”
—Jackie Agner

2010 Hall of Honor Inductee

Many Thanks!

We are grateful to the following companies, who made generous 

contributions to the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund at the  

breakfast session on September 30.

Gridiron Forwarding Company $5,000—Bronze Sponsor

National Van Lines, Inc. $5,000 

    (In memory of F.L. McKee Sr.)—Silver Sponsor

Dewitt Transportation Services of Guam $5,000—Silver Sponsor

Royal Hawaiian Movers $5,000—Bronze Sponsor

Manchester Grand Hyatt—$10,000





Association” report. He highlighted the financial health of IAM; 
the membership’s global reach—nearly 2,300 members in 171 
countries; the breadth of IAM programs, including effective rep-
resentation of members focused in the military/government arena 
and the success in late July when the American National Stan-
dards Institute (ANSI) approved IAM’s Numeric Code Codifica-
tion Project. This project will electronically codify the elements 
of an international shipment for the benefit of all stakeholders and 
streamline customs processes at both origin and destination. The 
next step is to submit it to the International Standard Organiza-
tion (ISO) for approval and acceptance on a global basis.
  In discussing new initiatives undertaken by IAM over the 
past year, Head cited the reclassification of membership catego-
ries as the most comprehensive internal endeavor, “primarily 
undertaken to provide the larger and ever-expanding segment of 
membership focused on commercial and non-military business 
with the opportunity for a greater voice in the governance and 
direction of the Association, and enhanced membership services 
and benefits.” 
 The breakfast concluded at 10 a.m., and members scat-
tered—some heading to the International Shippers Association 
board meeting and, on the following day, to the ISA membership 
meeting. There, members were briefed on the group’s financial 
status and issues related to shipping household goods in the 
Atlantic and Pacific lanes. A $50,000 patronage dividend was 
recently distributed to 139 participants in ISA’s Mil/Gov group 
based on their 2009 through-put in the North Atlantic. In addi-
tion, the board reported that efforts to expand ISA’s commercial 
offerings have seen recent success. This year ISA has entered 
into agreements with Mallory Alexander International Logistics, 
Ocean World Lines, Inc., and Vanguard Logistics. ISA members 
heard short presentations from each vendor on services provided. 
 IAM professional staff provide administrative support to the 
ISA under a management agreement. More information on ISA 
can be found at www.isaship.org. 

ISA Board of Directors 

Chairman ...................................................... Howard Leff
 Diversified Transport Services Ltd.
Vice Chair .........Mike Richardson, Senate Forwarding Inc.
Treasurer ..................................................... Mike Cazalet,
 New World International Limited
Secretary ................. Han Helders, Crystal Forwarding Inc.
Member-at-Large ...... Mark Nash, Euro USA Shipping, Inc.
Managing Director .......................................... Terry Head
 International Association of Movers
ISA General Counsel  .......................... Alan F. Wohlstetter



After the lively Exhibitors’ Cocktail Reception at noon, the 
Core Membership Meeting got underway with a welcome 

by IAM Chairman Randy Groger and remarks by Jackie Agner, 
Core Members Representative. Reports followed from Doug 
Finke, Core Members Representative-At-Large, and the Manage-
ment Board’s Regional Representatives, who provided updates 
on the state of the industry in their geographical areas. IAM staff, 
including Terry Head, Chuck White, and Brian Limperopulos, 
updated the members on the Association’s financial status and 
recapped the status of programs and issues of interest to IAM. 

 Closing out the day was the YP-35 Membership Meeting. 
Outgoing Chair Stephan Geurts Jr. (Govlog, NV) and Vice-Chair 
Paula Colmenares (Portan, S.A.) held a short business session, 
during which they welcomed the YP-35 group’s incoming chair 
and vice chair, Amy Nilson (Nilson Van & Storage) and Amy 
Brewer (Suddath Government Services), respectively. 
 Next, the YP-35 group heard two presentations, the first 
from Quinn McDonald, a communications professional and 
coach, who provided tips on successfully working with—and 
managing—older workers. Then Greg Taylor, a climate change 
specialist with Carbonfund.org, spoke on ways to reduce the cli-
mate impact of our everyday lives and work, particularly through 
carbon offsets. 
 As part of its recently adopted “I AM Green” initiative, IAM 
partnered with Carbonfund.org to offset emissions of the Annual 
Meeting.  (Notes from the presentations are available online at 
http://www.iamovers.org/alerts.html)
 The next evening the Young Professionals met once again, 
this time in the Gaslamp Quarter, for its annual Social Mixer.

“IAM has become the unified voice for 
the industry—the organization that others 

look to for analysis and insight, to develop the 
agendas, move issues forward, set strategies, 

convene key players, and manage the discourse on a 
variety of issues that have an impact on us all."

—Randy Groger, IAM Chairman



2010 ANNUAL MEETING 
SPONSORS

We are indebted to the following 
IAM member companies who 

were sponsors of the 48th Annual 
Meeting. Many thanks to all of these 
companies for their continuing and 
strong support of the Association.

Gold Sponsors

DAS Global Services, Inc.
FlatRate International

Scan Logistix
UniGroup Worldwide UTS

Silver Sponsors

Denali Group Inc.
DeWitt Moving & Storage

Enterprise Database Corporation
Euro USA Shipping

Interem
International Wood Industries Inc.

Isaac’s Moving and Storage
MoveAssist International, Ltd.

MoversPOE
National Van Lines, Inc.

TG International Insurance Brokerage
The Pasha Group
Victory Packaging

Zuhal Pack International

Bronze Sponsors

Baker & Company
Centra Worldwide

Daycos
Executive Moving Systems Inc.

Five Continent Line, LLC
Gridiron Forwarding Co., Inc.

Moveware Pty. Ltd.
Reason Global Insurance

Royal Hawaiian Movers, Inc.
Schumacher Cargo Logistics

Sea and Air International, Inc.
TechMate International

Transworld International
Vanpac GroupAsia

Varoda Packaging B.V.
Whybirds International





Getting down to business
Business sessions kicked into high gear on Friday, with a buffet 
breakfast followed by three Knowledge Lab sessions, the Claims 
Panel, and the standing-room-only Military and Government 
Affairs Panel.
 The Claims Panel, moderated by IAM Claims Commit-
tee Chair Peg Wilken (Stevens Worldwide Van Lines/Stevens 
Forwarders Inc.), centered on the issue of shared liability. The 
panel, which included Linda Bluel, Claims Adjustment Tech-
nology LLC; Brett Coakley, Air Force Claims Service Center; 
Steve Kelly, U.S. Army Claims; and Kevin Spealman, National 
Claims Services, presented three hypothetical situations in which 
shipments designated Code J, T or 5 (or a combination thereof) 
were damaged. With the audience, the panel debated liability and 
proposed actions required of the Transportation Service Provider 
(TSP), the Military Claims Office (MCO), and the government. 
(The Claims Panel presentation is available online at http://www.
iamovers.org/alerts.html)
 Following Lunch in the Exhibit Hall, the afternoon offered a 
Knowledge Lab on Global Customer Service. Moderated by Ed 
Cohen, CEO of Global HR News, the session was a give-and-
take between the audience and IAM member panelists about the 
challenges of providing good customer service across borders—
geographical, cultural, and linguistic. Frederic Delahaye (Gosse-
lin Moving), Rui Gonzaga (Prudential Relocation Inc.), Bill Rose 
(Willis Relocations Risk Group), and Barbara Savelli (Italian 
Moving Network) participated on the IAM panel. 
 Down the hall, IAM Vice Chair Jeff Coleman (Covan Inter-
national) presided over the Military and Government Affairs 
Panel, bringing together participants from some of the key U.S. 
Government Agencies involved in household goods moving: 
Brian Kellhofer, Traffic Management Specialist, General Services 
Administration (GSA); Col Michael J. Miller (USAF), Program 
Director, Joint Program Management Office for Household 
Goods Systems (JPMO HHGS), a component of the US Trans-
portation Command (USTRANSCOM), Scott Air Force Base, 
Illinois; Lt Col Derek Oliver (USAF), Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Personal Property, (Military) Surface Deployment and Distribu-
tion Command (SDDC), Scott Air Force Base, Illinois; Col Rose 
Ramirez (USAF), Commander, Headquarters Personal Property 



Activity (PPA), San Antonio, Texas; and Luis Roque, Chief, Traf-
fic Management Branch, U.S. Department of State.
 Each panelist gave an overview of current issues or changes 
affecting household goods movement in their respective areas. 
Brian Kellhofer noted changes in the GSA program taking effect 
November 1, 2010, and discussed the progress on GSA’s newly 
proposed Web-based system called TMS (Technical and Manage-
ment Support Services).
 Luis Roque reported that the U.S. State Department’s pre-
ferred shipment method—International Through Bill of Lading 
(ITGBL) door-to-door method—has resulted in significant cost 
savings, with 84 percent of international traffic lanes handled 
under this method since 2008. Col Rose Ramirez explained the 
Air Force Personal Property Enterprise approach and the continu-
ing efforts of the USAF to improve the quality of service to their 
customers, while Lt Col Derek Oliver reviewed the challenges 
of the 2010 Peak Season under DP3 (Defense Personal Property 
Program) and suggested remedies such as improved educa-
tion and training, risk mitigation strategies, and better-defined 
business rules. Col Michael Miller (USAF) discussed DPS/DP3 
(Defense Personal Property System/Defense Personal Property 
Program) goals, including improving the quality of service from 
moving companies, streamlining the claims process for loss or 
damage incurred, providing full replacement value for dam-
aged household goods, implementing an integrated, Web-based 
information management system, and improving the electronic 
payment system with TSPs. 



A crowd-pleasing finish
The last day of the Annual Meeting began 
with a salute to the nautical heritage of 
our host city at the “Anchors Aweigh” 
Breakfast with the Exhibitors. After-
ward, attendees were off to the day’s 
major events. 
 Chairman Groger opened the Gov-
erning Membership Meeting, launching 
a full agenda that began with the elec-
tion of the officers of the Association. All 
incumbents standing for election were 
re-elected, and candidate Brandon Day 
(Daycos), was confirmed by ballot to fill 
the Member-at Large seat vacated by Gor-
don Keene (Abba International Inc.). (See 
the box at right for the listing of Execu-
tive Committee members and the standing 
committees they chair.) 
 Next were reports from the chairs of 
the standing committees, a review of gov-
ernment and military affairs from IAM’s 
Chuck White, and an update from IAM 
Programs Manager Brian Limperopulos 
on the status of IAM Shipper Guides, the 
Receivable Protection Program, the IAM 
Hall of Honor, the YP-35 group, and the 
development of the Electronic Numeric 
Code Codification Standard. Terry Head 
presented his President’s Report and led 
the discussion of new, old, and unfinished 
business.
 While the Knowledge Lab held its 
final session on diversifying into records 
storage and the Exhibitors began disman-
tling the tradeshow, the stage was set for 
the last business event of the day: Gov-
ernment & Industry: Toe-to-Toe in San 
Diego, a special session with presentations 
of interest to both Core and Governing 
members. 

 The session began with remarks by 
Commissioner Michael Khouri, U.S. 
Federal Maritime Commission, Washing-
ton, D.C., regarding the Commission’s 
fact-finding investigation into potentially 
unlawful, unfair, or deceptive ocean trans-
portation practices related to the move-
ment of household goods. Commissioner 
Khouri explained the rationale behind the 
industry examination and what steps the 
FMC was taking to gather information on 
this issue and to combat it. 
 Next was Michael Williams, Deputy 
to the Commander, SDDC, Scott Air 
Force Base, Illinois, who spoke regarding 
the 2010 Peak Season, “the way ahead,” 
and possible solutions that could help 
alleviate a repeat of the problematic Peak 
Season recently experienced. Wrapping up 
the first part of the two-part session was 
IAM’s Brian Limperopulos, who provided 
an update on recently implemented cus-
toms regulations, information on potential 
future regulations, and IAM’s develop-
ment of the Electronic Numerical Code 
Codification Standard.
 After a short break, it was time 
for the “Rumble in the DPS Jungle.” 
With the theme music from the movie 
“Rocky”playing in the background and 
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the stage set as a boxing ring, “Promoter” 
Don King (aka Chuck White, IAM’s 
Director of Government & Military Rela-
tions, in a hair-raising wig) pumped up 
the volume for the next segment, which 
brought industry and government “toe 
to toe.” Taking the role of “referee,” 
Chuck White (minus the wig) introduced 
his panel of “contenders.” Representing 
industry were Brandon Day, newly elected 
Executive Committee Member-at-Large, 
Chair of IAM’s Technology & Commu-
nications Committee, and CEO, Daycos; 
Tim Helenthal, VP of Military Agency 
Services, National Forwarding; and Jan 
Moore, Executive Committee Member 
at Large, Chair of the IAM Accessorial 
Services Committee, and President, BINL, 
Inc. “Contenders” representing Govern-
ment included Laura Bernardo, Traffic 
Management Specialist, Joint Program 
Management Office for Household Goods 
Systems (JPMO HGGS), Scott Air Force 
Base, Illinois; John Hosley, Chief, Cus-
tomer Information Management Division, 
Air Force Executive Agency for Personal 
Property Systems, Colorado Springs, 
Colorado; and Kevin Kennedy, Deputy 
Director, Joint Personal Property Shipping 
Office–San Antonio (JPPSO-SAT), San 
Antonio, Texas.
 While no knockout blows were 
delivered, the panel sparred on the subject 
of the 2010 Peak Season and other DPS 
issues of interest to the IAM audience.
 With working sessions behind them, 
IAM members and guests traded business 
for pleasure at the Closing Reception, 
Dinner, and Post-Dinner Entertain-
ment. The evening started with cocktail 

hour, where many guests took in the view 
of San Diego from the terrace, then on to 
dinner, where each course was punctuated 
by entertainers performing in the theme of 
Alice in Wonderland. The Mad Hatter, the 
Red Queen, Alice small and tall, dancers, 
a contortionist, and many story characters 
on stilts awed the guests. A lively band and 
an energetic crowd of dancers brought the 
evening to a midnight finale.
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HOH Inductee Jim Thompson 
Builds Legacies that Serve Industry and Communities

By Joyce Dexter, Portal Editor

When Jim Thompson took the stage 
upon his induction into the Hall of 

Honor at IAM’s 48th Annual Meeting in 
San Diego, he was quick to share credit 
for his accomplishments with his parents 
and the 4,000 professionals at his com-
pany who have made Crown Worldwide 
a household name in the industry and a 
powerhouse around the world.
 Thompson, now chairman of the 
Crown Worldwide Group, came to the 
industry as many of his generation did. A 
somewhat inauspicious beginning led first 
to one thing and then another—a logical 
progression of jobs and opportunities that 
eventually landed him in the right place at 
the right time to launch a global company 
and a distinguished and highly successful 
career.
 The story began with Thompson’s 
childhood in Bayonne, New Jersey, where 
his family lived until his father, Jim Sr., 
was called into the Navy. After serving in 
Guam for a time, he moved his family to 
the San Francisco area.
 “My father was an absolute hero 
to me,” Thompson said in an interview 
following the induction ceremony. “My 
parents were descended from Irish im-
migrants who came to the United States in 
the 1850s, a classic success story. He got a 
commission in the Navy as an officer and 
served in the Pacific during World War 
II. He later served one tour on the island 
of Guam, where our family also lived, 
and other tours in Japan and Oakland, 
California. Part of his responsibility was 
the movement of household goods, which 
led to his going to Japan to work for Dick 
Goates after he completed his service in 
the Navy. He spent several years there 
and then was transferred to the company’s 
head office in Redondo Beach, California.”
 By then, Jim Jr. was in his third year 
of college, where he was studying aero-
nautical engineering. Ambivalent about the 
major he had chosen, he decided to take a 
year off to travel the world. That experi-
ence opened his eyes to the wonders of 

Europe and the joys of the Far East. “My 
father insisted that I get my degree,” said 
Thompson, “so I went back to school and 
changed my major. I wanted to go back to 
the Far East as soon as I could, but the Cu-
ban Missile Crisis intervened, and I wound 
up enlisting in the Air Force.”
 After completing his military service, 
and with help from his father, Thomp-
son gained an introduction to Goates, 
who gave him a job in Japan. “It was a 
mundane, low-paying sales job,” said 
Thompson, “but I liked Japan and having 
responsibilities.” 
 His father later resigned from the 
company, and the next year Thompson’s 
employment was terminated as well. 
“Getting let go was a shock at age 25,” he 
recalled, but he soon landed on his feet. 
His father suggested that they start a busi-
ness together, with offices in California 
and Japan. Thompson opened his branch 
in Yokohama, Japan, in February 1965.
 “I had no money to speak of—just 
$500,” said Thompson. “I found some 
great qualified people to do packing, and 
salaries in Japan were very low at the 
time. I explained that I might not be able 

to pay them right away, but they agreed 
to do the work.” Alas, the U.S. operation 
didn’t work out and Jim Sr. went back 
into the Civil Service. In Japan, however, 
things were looking up. Thompson’s com-
pany secured a contract with the military 
and soon was able to pay its employees. 
“In Japan we kept going, steadily increas-
ing our volume. We weren’t a big com-
pany but we were doing well.”
 Thompson began to network to estab-
lish industry relationships and accounts. 
He attended his first FIDI conference in 
Venice, Italy, where he met a colleague 
who had the Caterpillar account and 
needed a partner in Japan. He attended his 
first HHGFAA (now IAM) meeting when 
his company was very small, at a hotel 
in Washington, DC. There, he met some 
military forwarders, and he then made it a 
point to attend every year because, he said, 
“it was an incredible network. This group 
filled an important need to bring the global 
industry together each year to sell their 
products and services.”
 Soon Crown set up a facility in Hong 
Kong, where the free and open economy 
and low taxes resulted in a very positive 
start in that new market. “It was a fascinat-
ing time,” said Thompson. “We hit Hong 
Kong just as businesses were coming 
back. There were no moving companies 
yet—we were there first, and we were im-
mediately successful. In the next several 
years, opportunities arose in Singapore, 
Malaysia, and the Philippines. We felt we 
couldn’t do anything wrong. We were in 
the right place at the right time, and didn’t 
realize it until later.” The 1970s was a time 
of growing foreign investment in the Far 
East, especially when the American/Viet-
nam War ended and China was beginning 
to open its doors. There were very few 
companies offering a quality international 
moving service in Asia and Crown was 
able to fill that need, becoming a lead-
ing mover in the region by 1980. In 1989 
Thompson bought a sizable moving com-
pany based in the United Kingdom that 



had operations throughout many of the British Commonwealth 
countries. This acquisition established Crown in Europe, Africa, 
Australasia, and the Middle East, making it a global relocation 
business. Today, the company has a presence in 250 locations in 
56 countries. 
 “Crown has a network,” said Thompson. “The formula for 
setting up a network was not that hard, and it’s now our strength. 
We feed each other in this business. Clients feel comfortable with 
Crown’s origination and destination services. Global companies 
seeking global suppliers turn to us, and we have to do it right. 
 “I feel extremely lucky,” he added. “I will receive the [Hall 
of Honor] award, but it all boils down to the people who do the 
actual work. Real leadership comes in when you have the systems 
in place to measure quality and performance. You also have to 
motivate people with thanks and recognition. In some countries 
of the world it’s a challenge to maintain quality but we work very 
hard at it. In Asia, it is easier than elsewhere because employees 
take their jobs more seriously. At the same time, you have to 
consider the local cultures and customs to make it work.”
 Many of the people who walked up to congratulate Thomp-
son following the awards ceremony in San Diego were current 
or former Crown employees, and he is grateful to all of them. 
“There are now many people who once worked at Crown but 
have since moved on,” he explained. “While they were with us 
they contributed to our development, and to what we are today.”
 Since the 1990s Crown has continued to open new offices 
every year as well as expand its services into records manage-
ment, global mobility services, specialized logistics services, fine 
arts handling, and wine storage. Household goods is the compa-
ny’s biggest segment, followed by records storage. The business 
is also engaged in logistics, special distribution of fashion and 
cosmetics in Asia, and transport of heavy oilfield equipment. 
Crown Fine Arts handles transportation of museum-quality ship-
ments. Although that is not the company’s most lucrative market, 
said Thompson, it does confer a certain cachet: “If museums use 
you, the reasoning goes, you must be quality.”
 Thompson has long been passionate about wine, an interest 
that has carried over into his business. People who own collec-
tions can turn to Crown Wine Cellars in Hong Kong, a facility 
with perfect conditions for keeping valuable vintages at optimal 
temperatures. “We rented underground bunkers from the govern-
ment,” Thompson explained, “and adapted them for wine stor-
age.” Such creative use of available facilities is one example of 
Crown’s talent for innovation. 
 But transportation, storage, and logistics are only part of the 
Crown story. Also close to Thompson’s heart are the causes and 
charities he and his company are able to support. Among Crown’s 
five core values (see sidebar) is a commitment to give back to the 
communities it serves.
 Thompson’s family—his wife Sally, his sister Hazel, and 
his two adult children—share those values and all are involved 
in some way to better the existence of the people whose lives 
they touch. “There are a lot of things you could do to bring in 
employees around the world to unite them in purpose,” he told 

The Portal. For example, with the opening of Crown’s office 
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, he and Sally had an opportunity to 
travel to the outlying countryside, where they discovered that the 
village of Proa Chum needed a real school for its children. So the 
Thompsons contacted the Cambodian government and agreed to 
provide the funds for the school. With the aid of a professor from 
the Royal University of Phnom Penh, the primary school—named 
in honor of Thompson’s mother, Sadie—was built in four months, 

Jim Thompson at the school he and his wife, Sally, built in Proa 
Chum, Cambodia. The school is named for his mother, Sadie.

Charity in Motion Guiding Principles

•  We recruit and develop our staff from the communi-
ties we serve and support.

•  We provide the use of Crown’s facilities and fleet 
to provide storage and transportation for charitable 
events.

•  We focus our corporate efforts on improving chil-
dren’s lives, providing better education opportunities, 
fighting cancer, and sharing knowledge about HIV/
AIDS.

•  We encourage active participation in local charity 
events that strive to develop the local communities 
that we serve.

•  We empower our local employees to choose which 
charities or causes to support.

•  We provide cash donations at the Group level.
•  We provide employee matching funds for major 

disasters.



giving over 1,000 children their first op-
portunity to get an education.
 Crown encourages regional busi-
nesses to engage in local communities and 
choose which organizations and causes to 
support. This has resulted in a high level 
of personal engagement and pride in the 
positive impact they have in each loca-
tion. Thompson’s daughter, Jenny Harvey, 
heads Crown’s dedicated Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) effort, a program 
reflecting the company’s commitment to 
its community outreach programs and to 
reducing its impact on the environment. 
Under the CSR, and often in partnership 
with client corporations and local orga-
nizations, Crown provides transportation 
to nonprofit groups that offer nutritional 
assistance and medication to some of the 
world’s most vulnerable and malnourished 
children.
 In addition, Crown has established 
Green Liaisons in every country. These 
employees are champions who educate 
and facilitate improved green practices 
at each location. They also share best 
practices and have helped identify creative 
solutions and excellent models for world-
wide operations.
 Thompson himself is deeply involved 
in community committee work, rais-
ing funds for parks, the Salvation Army, 
hospice care, and other worthy causes. He 
also recognizes the need to create future 
leaders, and over the past decade has been 
a mentor to some 35 university students. “I 

love it,” he says. “They are eager to learn, 
and look to experienced businessmen to 
give them guidance. They stay in your 
extended family forever. I love to talk to 
students.”
 Thompson’s son, also named Jim, 
speaks Chinese and is department head of 
Crown’s China operations. Eventually, the 
company will pass through a trust to Jenny 
and Jim. “They have experience, and can 
carry it forward with the management 
team in place,” he said. “They must realize 
the role and value of the staff, provide 
quality, and adhere to our four core values. 
My hope and dream is that our business 
continues to grow and be sustained into 
the future. All seniors need to realize their 
time is limited and they must provide for 
continuing leadership.”

Crown’s Five
Core Values

1.  Our people are our greatest 
asset.

2.  Our strength is our network.
3.  We positively impact our 

communities.
4.  Delighting the customer is 

our mission.
5.  Growth and profit are  

imperatives.



GOING GREEN

A Bedbug Tsunami Hitting All Shores

By Joy Yoffe, International Manager, iMoveGREEN

What once used to be a cute admonition from mothers 
tucking their children in at night—“Don’t let the bedbugs 

bite”—has become a nightmare for families across the United 
States and around the world. This year has brought a bumper crop 
of bedbugs, which have claimed headlines recently. 
 New York City has been plagued with this problem at least 
for the past year, prompting Mayor Michael Bloomberg to ap-
point a “Bedbug Czar.” The Environmental Protection Agency 
and U.S. Centers for Disease Control recently even released a 
joint statement on the subject of bedbug control. 
 What does that have to do with moving? Everything!
 Entomologists say this epidemic was caused by increased in-
ternational travel and lack of both public awareness and effective 
pest control. These bugs feast on human blood while we sleep, 
leaving small clusters of red bites that are unbearably itchy. They 
hitch rides in luggage, clothing, shoes, and numerous other items. 
Once in your home they nest in beds, carpets, furniture pieces, 
walls—anywhere dark—and they lie in wait during the day and 
pounce on sleeping humans at night. They can even live up to 
a year with no food at all. So we movers are an obvious carrier, 
as we transport people’s beds and furniture on our trucks and con-
tainers and spread them wherever we go. 
 So what is a mover to do? Obviously, fumigating every ship-
ment is not feasible, especially in the current economic environ-
ment, but at iMoveGREEN we have implemented safeguards to 
avoid spreading these pests between clients. While we make no 
guarantees, those precautions are definitely better then nothing. 
Since our motto is, “Our commitment to the planet goes far be-
yond shipping all over it,” harsh chemicals are not going to work 
for us, so we have found a way to “green” even these preemptive 
actions. 
 It starts with making sure we are not infested ourselves. We 
subject our trucks to bimonthly inspections, using bedbug-sniff-
ing dogs. It is costly, but considering what we are avoiding, it’s a 
worthwhile investment. We also periodically heat our trucks and 
moving blankets to 120 degrees for extended periods, effectively 
killing the bugs and their larvae. We treat all our moving equip-
ment with organic chemical-free sprays that are guaranteed to 
prevent bedbugs from hitching a ride. 
 These actions are a part of our Bedbug Protocol, a process 
that is constantly evolving as new information is made available 
that enables us to do more. Our CEO, Jeffrey E. Sitt, the brains 
behind this operation, had the foresight to realize last February, 
when reports began circulating that these bugs were infesting 
homes and businesses across New York City, that we would have 
to deal with this issue and he started researching ways to protect 
our clients. 
 That type of initiative is what our company is known for. In 
January 2010, Sitt decided to purchase the assets of a 30-year-old 
moving company in the Bronx and transform it into a brand-new 
company called iMoveGREEN. He knew it would not be easy, 

but he was confident that if his new venture was committed to 
protecting the planet from the many excesses to which traditional 
moving is prone while also ensuring a smooth, efficient and af-
fordable move, it would be a resounding success. Over the last 10 
months iMoveGREEN has become the greenest moving com-
pany in New York, with 100 percent wind-powered facilities; all 
materials from moves are recycled; all trucks are washed with re-
cycled water; and all marketing materials are printed on recycled 

paper using soy ink. Even our surveyor drives a Prius. Within one 
month of operation iMoveGREEN was recognized by the EPA as 
a Green Power Partner—the only moving company in the United 
States to carry that certification. Sitt didn’t stop there: To offset 
the carbon footprint from the moves we do, we plant trees in the 
Brazilian rainforest on behalf of our clients, and all our trucks run 
on biodiesel fuel. Employees are also educated about things they 
can do at home to minimize waste and protect the environment. 
 Sitt takes a proactive approach, especially when it comes to 
social issues that greatly affect his clientele and the industry, such 
as the environment and the bedbug challenge. Being conscien-
tious, conscious of our actions, and accepting responsibility for 
their impact is the formula for our current success. 

Cimex lecturalius, the common 
bedbug, tends to feed on a bed’s 
occupants at night. It also can 
feed on any warm-blooded animal, 
including pets. 

Preventing Bedbugs

Many IAM members travel often, and could bring 
bedbugs home from a hotel in luggage or clothing. 

Here are some suggestions from pest management profes-
sionals:
•  Vacuum suitcases after returning from a trip and then 

seal and dispose of the vacuum bag.
•  When staying at a hotel, always check your bed 

sheets and behind the headboard for telltale blood 
spots before unpacking your luggage.

•  If you suspect a bedbug invasion at your home or 
office, have a pest control professional thoroughly 
inspect the area. Many exterminators use trained and 
certified bedbug detection dogs.

SOURCE: National Pest 
Management Association



Maersk Takes Aim at Emissions 

Maersk Line said it is the first such company to verify its 
emissions of carbon dioxide, helping companies such as 

Starbucks Corp. reduce greenhouse gases.
 Maersk is taking the lead among shipping lines on verifying 
emissions, Lloyds Register Group, a risk-management company, 
stated. Shipping accounts for about 3 percent of global CO2 emis-
sions, a greenhouse gas linked to climate change, according to the 
United Nation’s International Maritime Organization, which met 
in early October to discuss cutbacks. The European Union has 
asked the industry to slash emissions 20 percent from 2005 levels 
by 2020.
 “The next challenge is to get other shipping lines to par-
ticipate and thereby make independent verification an industry 
standard,” said Jacob Sterling, head of climate and environment 
at Maersk Line.
 Governments from around the world met in Cancun, Mexico, 
for a second round of talks on a climate accord to replace or 
extend the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, which expires in 2012. 
 Starbucks, the world’s largest coffee-shop chain, said ship-
ping lines can help them lower their overall greenhouse gas emis-
sions. “Quantified measurement and verification is a step in the 
right direction,” said John Bauer, director of global transportation 
at Starbucks.

SOURCE: Bloomberg

Maersk Line is taking steps to reduce greenhouse gases.

Government of Canada Funds Green 
Port Project in Prince Rupert

The Government of Canada will invest $2.5 million in the 
Prince Rupert Port Authority’s (PRPA) Fairview Termi-

nal project to provide shore power capacity to container ships 
through an electric cable management system. Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, will be the first Canadian port to offer shore 
power for container ships. 
 “This project will promote greener freight transportation 
alternatives for Canadians and significantly improve local air 
quality,” said Stockwell Day, president of the Treasury Board and 
Minister for the Asia-Pacific Gateway. “It is another example of 
how our government is investing in clean technology and infra-
structure projects that improve quality of life, protect the environ-
ment, and stimulate the economy.” 

 The project is expected to reduce local greenhouse gas emis-
sions by up to 4,000 tonnes and criteria air contaminants by 160 
tonnes annually by enabling container ships to shut down their 
engines and connect to the port’s electrical grid while docked. 
Through this initiative, the Port of Prince Rupert and the Govern-
ment of Canada are responding to calls from shipping companies 
in the marine industry for green port services. 
 Transport Canada, under the Marine Shore Power Program, 
will contribute $1.8 million to the project. This funding is in 
addition to $700,000 contributed by Western Economic Diver-
sification Canada; $200,000 from the Government of British 
Columbia; and $900,000 from the PRPA and its partners, CN Rail 
and Maher Terminals. Construction of the $3.6 million project is 
expected to be complete in early 2011. 
 “Providing shore power to container ships will improve air 
quality in the area and also help us achieve our government’s goal 
of reducing greenhouse emissions by one-third by 2020,” said 
Shirley Bond, British Columbia’s Minister of Transportation and 
Infrastructure. “This is a first for Canada and is another example 
of our commitment to tackling climate change.” 
 This project will provide shore power capacity supplied by 
an industry leader in marine shore power systems. Electrical 
connections will be made through a Cavotec dock connector pit 
and will include a cable management system providing electrical 
power directly to the ships. BC Hydro will supply power through 
its existing purpose-built 69-kilovolt distribution line. 
 The Marine Shore Power Program is one of the eco-
FREIGHT initiatives under the ecoTRANSPORT Strategy 
launched in March 2007. The program’s objective is to identify 
the best technologies to reduce air pollutants and greenhouse 
gases by allowing suitably equipped ships to turn off their diesel 
engines and draw power from specially designed electric trans-
formers on a dock. 
 The Port of Prince Rupert is Canada’s second-largest West 
Coast port. Its facilities include coal and grain terminals, an 
innovative intermodal container terminal, and two cruise ship 
terminals.

 SOURCE: Sea Port Review



JIMA Supports Carbonfund.org 

During IAM’s 48th Annual Meeting in San Diego, the Japan 
International Movers Association (JIMA) made a gener-

ous $600 donation to invest in Carbonfund.org’s third-party certi-
fied carbon reduction projects. The money collected from JIMA 
members will work to improve the organization’s sustainability 
initiatives and reduce its carbon footprint. By joining a growing 
movement of like-minded transportation companies and organi-
zations, JIMA has underscored the importance of carbon offsets 
to the transportation industry.

Charlie Homma (left), president of Pacific Link International, pre-
sented Carbonfund.org’s Greg Taylor with a $600 donation to the 
carbon reduction program while attending IAM’s Annual Meeting 
in San Diego.



There’s no way to put a price on 
your company’s reputation. 
You’ve earned it, through 
years of providing reliable 
service, and by building 
strong relationships, both 
with your customers and 
with your colleagues in the 
industry.

Now, you can see to it that you and 
your company are recognized as 
leaders within our profession by 
upgrading your IAM membership 
to Governing status.

IAM Governing Membership is de-
signed for those companies with the 
experience and the desire to speak 
for the industry as a whole. Your 
guidance will help us as we focus 
our strategy in the years ahead. And 
in return, IAM offers you the recogni-
tion you’ve earned. Plus the access 
to information and contacts that 
you, as industry leaders, expect.

And that’s not all. Gov-
erning members are 
entitled to an array of 
benefi ts available to 

no other IAM members, 
including:

��Two listings—alphabetical
and geographical—in IAM print 

and online Membership Directories

���Three company contacts listed in 
each directory

�� Discounted Early Bird Annual 
Meeting registration rate for all of 
your company’s attendees regard-
less of when they register.

���10% discount on regular Exhibitor 
Fees at the Annual Meeting

���Three subscriptions to The Portal
magazine (six issues per year)

���25% initiation discount for Re-
ceivable Protection Program (RPP)

���Appointment of three qualifi ed 
representatives to participate in 
the Young Professionals (YP-35) 
group at no additional fee

�� Voting rights on all matters with 
an impact on Governing Members

And, current Core Members 
upgrade to Governing status 
with no initiation fee. All 
together, you’ll get benefi ts 
worth more than $2,400 by 
upgrading your membership 
now!

To Upgrade Your Membership 
or to learn more, go to
www.IAMovers.org today!

Upgrade your IAM 
membership – and 
your access – and pay 
no initiation fee!

Boost Your Company’s Profile
With One
Smart Move
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YP-35 Election Results

Amy Nilson, vice president of corporate and military 
development of Nilson Van and Storage, and Amy 

Brewer, manager of customer service and vendor manage-
ment for Suddath Government Services, were elected chair 
and vice chair, respectively, of the Young Professionals  
(YP-35) organization at the IAM 48th Annual Meeting in 
San Diego.
 Nilson and Brewer will serve a two-year term and will 
be responsible for encouraging other YP-35 members to 
network with each other to promote expanded resources dur-
ing the peak season. In addition, they will be responsible for 
developing new and creative ways to raise funds for the Alan 
F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund.
 “Amy and I look forward to carrying on the foundation 
and great work done by our predecessors. Since each of us 
are the future of this industry, we want YP-35 to be viewed 
as an organization that is not only fun to be a part of, but one 
that can be viewed as a great networking opportunity,” said 
incoming YP-35 Chair Amy Nilson.

It was great to see so many YPs together in San Diego this 
year at the IAM Annual Meeting. Including the 40-plus new 

members and the experienced ones, IAM recorded more than 
150 YPs in attendance. Certainly, we missed those who could not 
make the long journey to join us—so do plan to join us next year 
in Denver!

YP-35 Welcome Reception
The YP-35 held three events this year. An enjoyable time seemed 
to be had by all at the YP-35 Welcome Reception, where mem-
bers had the opportunity to catch up with old acquaintances and 
introduce themselves to new ones.

YP-35 Membership Meeting
At the YP-35 Membership Meeting, YP-35 Chair Stephan Geurts 
Jr. chaired his last meeting with Vice-Chair Paula Colmenares. 
Before stepping down, Geurts discussed several issues that the 
YP-35 Management Board is currently examining:

1. Young Movers Leadership Summit: The Young Movers 
Leadership Summit was conceived based on the idea that 
there are several youth-oriented industry groups that exist 
but do not communicate with one another to determine what 
is important to young professionals in the household goods 
transportation field. Moreover, since groups like the IAM 
YP-35, FIDI 35 Club, LACMA Next, and the Young Movers 
Conference share many of the same members, we feel that it 
would be a unique opportunity for the leaders of these groups 
to meet and coordinate actions on behalf of our collective 
memberships at least once per year. 

2. Dues increase: A potential dues increase has been tabled and 
will be reconsidered in Denver next year. Since the establish-
ment of the YP-35, IAM has maintained the $100 annual fee 
despite rising operating costs for the program. Although the 
exact amount has not yet been decided, dues will increase by 
approximately $30 to $50 per year.

3.  Environmental partnership with Carbonfund.org: The 
household goods moving industry produces a lot of waste 
from used packing material to discarded lift vans. Together 
with the Carbonfund.org the YP-35 can take the lead on 
this issue and influence the rest of the association and the 
industry by incorporating environmental and carbon reduc-
tion policies. If you have a specific sustainability program 
in place already at your company, please notify IAM by 
contacting Brian Limperopulos at brianl@iamovers.org.

Whatever your thoughts on climate change and global warming, 
there are many environmentally conscious consumers who would 
react positively to your company having a sustainability program 
in place.

 Following Chairman Geurts, Quinn McDonald, a communi-
cations expert and life coach, presented 10 strategies that YPs can 
use in order to more effectively work with the older generation. 
Finally, Greg Taylor addressed the group to discuss the Carbon-
fund.org, its mission, and how it works to protect the environ-
ment through carbon offsetting and reductions.

YP-35 Social Mixer
As always, the YP-35 Social Mixer, held at Jolt N’Joe’s in San 
Diego’s Gaslamp district, was a great time filled with fun and 
games. The venue proved to be a perfect spot, with its relaxing 
ambiance in the heart of the San Diego nightlife scene. (Photos 
from the mixer begin on page 32.)

Governing Member YP-35 Benefit

As a result of the change in IAM membership classification 
that took place in January 2010, Governing Members now 

count among their membership benefits the opportunity to select, 
free of charge, three eligible employees for YP-35 memberships. 
Of the 28 Governing Members that have enrolled employees in 
the YP-35, only five companies have taken full advantage of this 
benefit by selecting three YP representatives. If your company 
would like to add eligible YP-35 members, contact Brian Limp-
eropulos at brianl@iamovers.org.



Is someone 
in your company 
attending college?

The International Association of Movers and the 
Young Professionals (YP-35) Group of IAM, through the auspices of the

Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund
annually offers to qualifying individuals

Up to 6 Annual Scholarships
in areas of academic study relating to

Transportation • Physical Distribution
Logistics • Information Technologies
Business • Accounting and Finance

$5,000 Scholarships 
Available to Students Worldwide

For more information, visit

www.afwscholarship.org 
or 

www.YP-35.org



2010 Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Recipients

During the IAM 48th Annual Meeting in San Diego, the  
Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Committee announced the 

names of five individuals who each were awarded $5000 scholar-
ships in 2010.

Josh Caltrider has worked for Albert Moving & Storage in 
what is now its Dallas–Fort Worth (DFW), Texas, facility for 

eight years. He began as an employee with another company’s 
DFW crew, and after five years was promoted to operations man-
ager when Albert purchased the facility. 
 Josh will apply his scholarship award toward continuing his 
studies at Southern Methodist University’s Cox School of Busi-
ness, where he has been enrolled in courses related to finance and 
management. In the spring 2011 term, he plans to incorporate 
classes in logistics, physical distribution, and transportation. He 
is working toward fluency in Spanish and has already achieved 
several recognitions from SMU, including his placement on the 
honor roll with high distinction as well as on the dean’s list. He 
was also inducted into the National Honors Society.
 Professionally, Josh has applied his leadership skills to 
increasing his company’s customer satisfaction scores by 47 per-
cent, reducing claims to one in a three-year period, and boosted 
revenues since becoming the DFW operations manager. 
 “Once I graduate,” says Josh, “I plan to expand our current 
operation into many more revenue sources and into other markets 
across the United States as well.” Ultimately, his goal is to be 
promoted to nationwide director of operations.

Joseph DeAngelo, of Raytown, Missouri, graduated from 
Missouri State University with a bachelor’s degree in business 

in 2005. Throughout his undergraduate years, his stepfather, Ken 
Selvey, provided what Joseph calls “an opportunity that changed 
my life.” He interned at The Cartwright Companies for three 
summers while attending MSU. There, he experienced interna-
tional relocation from a variety of perspectives and, by serving in 
several roles early in his creer, he gained a breadth of experience 
in the household goods relocation business.
 After graduating in 2006, Joseph began working for Alliance 
Shippers in their brokerage division, and was soon promoted to 
Midwest regional broker. His primary responsibility was out-
sourcing manufactured goods to carrier service providers that 
originated in the Midwest region. He eventually left to accept 
a position at YRC Logistics as a regional planner for the West 
Coast. Since joining the company, Joseph has produced over 
$19.5 million in operating revenue for the company, as well as 
over $2.9 million in gross operating profit.
 Now a master of business administration (MBA) candidate 
at Baker University, Joseph is nearly three-quarters of the way 
toward earning his degree in marketing management and strategy. 
His immediate goal is to move up to a management-level posi-
tion, but ultimately he wants to own his own logistics company.
 “I want to be a business owner,” he says. “I was raised in the 
transportation industry, and would like to remain in transportation 
throughout my career.” Joseph received an Alan F. Wohlstetter 
scholarship in 2009 and noted that this assistance has been very 
helpful in alleviating the rising cost of pursuing his education. 

Brian Fitzpatrick, who holds an undergraduate degree in 
international affairs from George Washington University, 

works at Security Storage Company of Washington, DC, where 
he provides operational support to several major clients. He 
monitors and executes shipments to some of the world’s least 
developed and most challenging destinations, including Iraq, 
Afghanistan, and several other underdeveloped countries. His 
task has been to monitor and maximize the profitability of each 
shipment while maintaining best industry practices.
 “I began searching for a master’s degree that would provide 
a wealth of knowledge and help prepare me to tackle the logis-
tics challenges of the coming decades,” Brian says. “I found an 
outstanding program at University of Sydney that offered a mas-
ters of logistics management degree. I was able to convince my 
supervisors at Security to sponsor me as an overseas operational 
liaison in Sydney, with the goal of attending graduate school on a 
part-time basis beginning in March 2010. The program covers a 
wide range of logistics challenges from the difficulties of reach-
ing some of the most hostile locations on the planet in humanitar-
ian aid logistics to the deep planning involved in project manage-
ment in supply chains.”
 Brian’s goal after successfully completing his master’s 
program is to return to Security with a broad knowledge of sup-
ply chain and logistics and an understanding of the challenges 
that lie ahead. “I also think it is important that I share what I’ve 
learned with my colleagues and apply the techniques and thought 
processes that are taught to help better serve our clients and the 
industry as a whole,” he said.

Barbara Savelli, who is international sales manager for the 
Italian Moving Network in Rome, also received an Alan F. 

Wohlstetter Scholarship award in 2009. She discovered soon after 
beginning her studies in 2008 that balancing the demands of her 
work and her career is a daunting challenge. The effort has been 
worthwhile, however. “It confirms for me that I am doing some-
thing good to increase my knowledge of the business,” she says. 
“Every exam I add to my booklet is a recognition of my efforts 
and sacrifices, and I will face critical paths the way I do in the 
moving industry: with determination, experience, and a personal 
approach.”
 A student at Roma Tre University, Barbara has maintained 
high grades, but says, “Honestly, that is not my purpose, as my 
main focus is to try to complete my studies as soon as possible.” 
This year, in addition to pursuing her studies, she also was 
involved in the organizational committee for the Young Movers 
Conference in Rome, sponsored by IAM and the YP-35 group 
and FEDEMAC. 
 The scholarship awards have helped to cover Barbara’s 
expenses, but they have also motivated her, she says. “It gave me 
a positive energy to push harder in my efforts and to prove that 
when you really desire something, no matter how long it takes, 
you can achieve it.”



Logan Smith, an IAM Student Member, was introduced to 
the moving and storage business through a summer job at his 

uncle’s company, Quality Moving and Storage. Since his early 
childhood, he has loved solving puzzles, and that passion led to 
his interest in preparing for a career in logistics.
 “I took every class that my school offered and excelled in 
all of them,” he says. “I wanted to learn everything I could do to 
advance myself further ahead into my future profession.”
 He was recently admitted at the University of Alaska and is 
working toward an associate degree in logistics, a discipline in 
which his family has been involved for generations. “My grand-
father owned a moving company and his wife was the logistician. 

My mother and uncle took over when he retired and they have 
passed their knowledge on to me.”
 Logan consistently has maintained a high grade point aver-
age, and his focus on what is important in preparing him for the 
future drives him to excel. “I never put something off and I take 
great pride in my work,” he says. My family has a motto: ‘If 
you’re going to do it, do it right, or don’t do it at all.’ This motto 
has made me strive for the best.”
 The scholarship award Logan received will help put him 
one step closer to his goal. “I have every intention of becoming a 
logistician,” he says, “and I have the drive and passion to become 
one of the best.”

Platinum ($5,000 or more)
DeWitt Transportation of Guam
Gridiron Forwarding Company, Inc.
*Manchester Grand Hyatt
National Van Lines, Inc. and
   National Forwarding Co., Inc.  
   (in memory of F. L. McKee Sr.)
Royal Hawaiian Movers
Walt Disney World Swan & Dolphin Hotel
Walter E. & Alicejo P. Saubert Fund at
   the Seattle Foundation

Gold ($2,500–$4,999)
ABBA International
Daycos
The Pasha Group
James Thompson Jr. (Crown Worldwide) 
   (in memory of James Thompson Sr.)
Wagler Integrated Logistics, LLC
Alan F. Wohlstetter Jr.

Silver ($1,000–$2,499)
Affiliated Transportation Systems, Inc.
   (in memory of Paul Arpin)
American Shipping, Inc.
Andrews Forwarders, Inc.
Approved Forwarders, Inc. (in memory of
   Woodrow W. DeWitt)
Blonde International, Inc.
Classic Forwarding, Inc.
Covan World Wide Moving
Deseret Forwarding International, Inc.
Executive Relocation International, Inc.
Gateways International, Inc.
Gosselin Group
Household Goods Forwarders Tariff Bureau
Interstate Van Lines, Inc. 
Jet Forwarding, Inc.
Logistics International
*Nilson Van & Storage
Puget Sound International, Inc.
Sancho Ortega International S.A.
Taurus Forwarding, Inc.
Total Military Management

The Board of Directors of the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund urges you to consider a contribution or donation to the Scholar-
ship Fund as part of your year-end tax strategy or as you formulate your company budget. Please advise your employees that schol-
arships are available to qualified candidates of any IAM company worldwide. For further information: www.afwscholarship.org.

Join this prestigious list of contributors by sending your contribution TODAY! For more information on how to donate, please go to  
www.afwscholarship.org. Make checks payable to Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund.

Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund
5904 Richmond Highway, Suite 404 • Alexandria, VA 22303 • Phone: (703) 317-9950  • Fax: (703) 317-9960

*Denotes contributions made since the previous issue of The Portal was published. 

Tri Star Freight System, Inc.
True North Relocation, LLC

Bronze ($500–$999)
AAA Systems, Inc. (in memory of Jack Stern)
Cartwright International Van Lines
Rick and Judy Curry
Foremost Forwarders, Inc.
Pac Global Insurance Brokerage
Pullen Moving Company
R. D. Simmons & Associates, Inc.
*Twin Oaks Moving Co.
Westpace International, Inc.

In Kind or Other
“B” Transfer, Inc.
Claims Adjustment Technology, LLC  
   (in memory of Mary Reeve)
Edgewater Grill
Harbor House Restaurant
International Association of Movers
M. Dyer & Sons, Inc.
Puget Sound International
S & E Transportation, LLC
San Diego Pier Café

ALAN F. WOHLSTETTER SCHOLARSHIP UPDATE

The Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund is the cornerstone of the IAM Scholastic Assistance Program, which is aimed at pro-
�

annual giving levels) to the Alan F. Wohlstetter Scholarship Fund received in the last 12 months are as follows:



SECURITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Officials Call for Security Review 
after Air Cargo Scare

The recent discovery of explosives in overseas packages is 
triggering a fresh look at cargo scrutiny measures that could 

involve truckers and airlines, U.S. government officials and 
experts said.
 Congressional leaders have said they want to change the cur-
rent security regime, and the Department of Homeland Security 
announced it had made unspecified security procedure changes 
following the October 28 discovery of U.S.-bound packages from 
Yemen. 
 Rep. John Mica (R-Fla.), the likely next chairman of the 
House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, used the 
incident to call for a shake-up. “Our security measures are still 
reactionary,” he said. “We should be directing our resources to 
where the real threat exists: foreign departure sites.”
 Peter Gatti, executive vice president of the National Indus-
trial Transportation League—whose members are cargo and 
package shippers such as retailer J.C. Penney—said he antici-
pates security system changes. “The question is what impact will 
eventually be felt by shippers as well as their suppliers?” he said. 
“We’re asking the same questions as we did in the aftermath of 
9/11. Are we going to look at every haystack to see if there’s a 

needle in it? The answer is that we created redundant systems that 
we needed to eliminate the haystacks without a needle in them.”
 Mica called the Transportation Security Administration “top 
heavy,” with 3,500 administrative employees. He called on TSA 
to “align its resources to meet security threats.” However, Mica 
does not favor 100 percent screening of cargo, saying that “would 
endanger a number of jobs.”
 Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) signaled his intention to 
make one last stab at getting Congress to approve 100 percent 
screening on all-cargo flights. For several years Markey has tried 
without success to get that measure passed. Other Democrats 
called for a fresh Government Accountability Office investigation 
of cargo security.
 DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano has pledged to work with 
package carriers on security procedure changes through its units, 
including the Transportation Security Administration.
  “We continue to share information with our stakeholders 
across the trucking and hazardous material sectors and strengthen 
our trucking security initiatives,” said a TSA spokesman.
 DHS currently screens all cargo on domestic passenger 
flights before departure, as well as “high-risk international in-
bound air-cargo packages” before they arrive in the United States. 
Part of that effort has been to certify more than 1,200 private 
facilities to screen domestic cargo, where workers must pass a 
federal background check. 
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 Package carriers—including UPS Inc. and FedEx 
Corp.—touted cooperation and efficient inspection systems, 
without saying if their procedures have changed.
 “UPS is fully cooperating with authorities around the 
world as they investigate potentially suspicious packages 
being shipped through cargo networks,” said spokesman Nor-
man Black. “We have processes, systems and procedures in 
place designed to protect our people, aircraft, and customers’ 
shipments. It would be counterproductive to the effectiveness 
of our security efforts to discuss them publicly.”
 FedEx spokesman Jim McCluskey said, “We are continu-
ing to work very closely with the authorities. Security is al-
ways something that we focus on. We can’t disclose publicly 
what our security processes and procedures are—for obvious 
reasons.”
 “[Truckers] already are facing a number of security 
regulations,” said Martin Rojas, vice president of security and 
operations for American Trucking Associations. He specifi-
cally cited cross-border, hazardous materials and air-cargo 
related rules. “We’ve come a long way in achieving security 
improvements,” Rojas said, noting that he didn’t expect any 
changes in cross-border security because there already are 
extensive systems in place there such as radiation screening.
 But Gatti disagreed, saying shipments from Canada and 
Mexico could be in line for tighter scrutiny because of the 
potential threat.

SOURCE: TT Technology

Somali Pirates Find 
Lucrative Vocation

Somali pirates have set up a sophisticated network of agents to 
negotiate and launder ransom money that has turned the seizing 

of ships into a lucrative business, experts say. The sea pirates use the 
financial hub of Dubai and Somalia’s southern neighbor Kenya as 
key transit points to launder the millions of dollars in ransom money 
by organized and wealthy gangs.
 The U.S. State Department has also identified the UAE, whose 
seven emirates include Dubai, and Kenya as centers pirates are using 
to run their illegal operations.
 Somali pirates recently were holding 20 ships and more than 
400 sailors and passengers, according to the International Maritime 
Organization. As they grow more brazen, the business of piracy 
flourishes into a multi-tiered economy with many profiting from it, 
according to Turkish politician Birgen Keles. “As a matter of fact, a 
new economy flourishes all over the world with security companies, 
law and specialized negotiators gaining profit from their involvement 
in solving piracy cases,” Keles wrote in a report for NATO. “London 
seems to have become the hub for firms that help ship owners deal 
with the legal aspects of paying the ransoms,” she said.

SOURCE: Cargo Business News

Editor’s note: Just recently two Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) tanker 
vessels were released after the payment of $7 million in ransom for 
one and $9 million for the other—a lucrative business indeed.



MILITARY/GOVERNMENT UPDATE

SDDC Personal Property Forum Recap

By Charles L. White, IAM Director of Government & Military Relations

On November 4 the Surface Deployment and Distribution 
Command (SDDC) held their semiannual Personal Property 

Forum (PPF) in O’Fallon, Illinois. O’Fallon is located near Scott 
Air Force Base, which the home of SDDC. The PPF was well 
attended, with approximately 300 participants, 200 of whom were 
from the household goods industry.
 SDDC set the agenda and chose to focus on a number of very 
high-level topics rather than getting into the specific regional or 
individual issues that have dominated some previous PPFs. One 
of the most highly discussed issues was the “distribution method-
ology” used to award shipments in the Defense Personal Property 
Program (DP3). Currently shipments are awarded in the four 
Quality Bands by a 5-3-2-1 distribution. Many Transportation 
Service Providers (TSPs) at the meeting argued that the current 
methodology does not allow the traffic to flow down into even the 
second Quality Band during most of the year and that many TSPs 
will not remain viable unless a change is made to allow traffic to 
flow further down into the Quality Bands.
 SDDC stated that they had done some modeling on “flatten-
ing” the distribution methodology to a 3-2-1-1 award process. 
They believe their data show that this would allow for greater 
penetration into the Quality Bands and would help mitigate some 
of the “feast or famine” phenomenon experienced by many Do-
mestic Market TSPs during the 2010 Peak Season. Most TSPs in 
attendance believe that this would be a move in the right direc-
tion but some were less persuaded that this was a big enough 
step to make a real difference. Some advocated for an even larger 
flattening of the distribution model. Some said that a 2-1-1-1 or 
even 1-1-1-1 distribution process should be examined. SDDC 
promised to share their modeling data with IAM so that we can 
examine their results and also use the data to do some of our own 
modeling on all of the proposed alternatives.
 It is clear that there are definite time constraints on determin-
ing the course of action. SDDC will begin a new Qualification 
Period in mid-December that will run through the end of January. 
They will then begin rate filing for the new 2011 Annual Cycle 
in February. They must have all of the Solicitation and associated 
Business Rules in place before rates can be filed. It appears that 
SDDC is open to a change in the distribution methodology for the 
2011 Annual Cycle, but it isn’t clear what that change will be.
 Other topics discussed were the possibility of reducing the 
number of Performance Periods from the current four to either 
two or three. A lively debate took place over the new agent/TSP 
relationships in the DP3 environment and the prospect of forcing 
TSPs to declare their agent in a channel before they are able to 
file rates in that channel. Some even went one step further, and 
advocated for resurrecting the Letter of Intent or some equivalent 
agent/TSP limiter. Although these topics also generated a great 
deal of discussion most felt that the only one that gained much 
traction with SDDC was their own call for some pre-rate filing 
declaration of the agent/TSP relationship.

 Other agenda topics that were of interest to most were the 
effect that Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process will 
have on the 2011 Peak Season, the possibility of an Open Season 
in 2011, the prospect of stricter TSP financial requirements being 
implemented in the DOD program in 2011, and an update on the 
progress of the DP3 Phase III implementation.
 It appeared that most participants felt the time, money, and 
energy spent to attend the PPF was worthwhile. SDDC was open 
to listening to the industry’s positions on all of the discussion 
items but only time will tell what specific changes will be imple-
mented in the 2011 version of DP3.
 

Warehouse Fire in Germany

IAM member Andreas Christ Spedition and Möbeltransport 
GmbH—a U.S.-contracted moving company—suffered 

devastating losses when a fire engulfed its facility in Stuttgart, 
Germany, on October 30. According to the U.S. Army Garrison 
at Stuttgart, 106 household goods shipments belonging to 97 
families from the U.S. military community were destroyed in 
the fire at the company’s warehouse, which serves as the main 
storage site for U.S. personal property shipments in the Stuttgart 
region.
 The warehouse is about 12 miles north of Stuttgart in the 
town of Schwieberdingen. According to German media reports, 
350 firefighters responded to the blaze, which ravaged the 50,000 
square-foot facility.

SOURCE: Stars and Stripes

Household goods belonging to nearly 100 military families were 
destroyed the night of October 30 in a fire at a warehouse that 
serves as the main storage site for U.S. personal property ship-
ments in the Stuttgart region. (Photo by Benjamin Beytekin for 
Stars and Stripes)



MARITIME/OCEAN SHIPPING

Horizon Lines to Launch 
Inland Box Service in U.S.

Horizon Lines, Inc., the largest U.S. domestic ocean shipping 
company and an IAM member company, announced it will 

launch express intermodal container service to inland U.S. cities 
when it begins the new Five Star Express (FSX) trans-Pacific 
liner service in December.
 The maiden FSX voyage is scheduled to depart Ningbo, 
China, on December 14 and Shanghai on December 15, and ar-
rive in Los Angeles on December 26. Approximately 60 percent 
of the initial voyage’s cargo capacity is sold. The company said 
its goal is to have 75 percent of its bookings for the first sailing.
 “As other carriers reduce service locations and slow service 
speeds, U.S. shippers continue to tell us they want fast and reli-
able service alternatives not only port-to-port, but inland to final 
destinations as well,” said Brian Taylor, senior vice president of 
international services for Horizon Lines. “At a time when U.S. 
retailers are maintaining lower inventory levels and placing more 
logistics responsibilities on their manufacturing partners here in 
China, our Five Star Express service offers a fast and reliable 
transit schedule to keep supply chains running smoothly.”
 Horizon Lines says it plans to offer some of the fastest inland 
transit times in the industry, including 15-day availability in Kan-
sas City from Shanghai and 16-day availability in Dallas, using 

Horizon Lines plans to begin express intermodal container service 
to inland U.S. cities in December.

scheduled intermodal rail service from Los Angeles every week. 
The carrier said it will offer express inland service to Chicago, 
Memphis, Atlanta, and Charlotte using on-dock rail connections 
to avoid drayage fees on the West Coast, saving customers time 
and expense. The Charlotte, North Carolina-based carrier said 
it plans to expand the inland express network to other locations 
throughout the United States next year.

SOURCE: Cargo Business Newswire
 



Selecting the Right Port for Your 
Transport Needs

Ports around the United States vie to be the first choice for 
shippers’ supply chains by providing a wealth of intermodal 

connections, capacity, and distribution facilities. Various member 
seaports of the American Association of Port Authorities offer the 
following strategies for selecting a port to fit your specific ship-
ping needs.
1.  Consider proximity.
 You can cut transportation costs by using a port located near 

your trading partners. Also be sure there are warehouse, 
distribution, and transload facilities nearby that can accom-
modate your containers and other cargo loads. 

2.  Examine workforce availability.
 The port should have access to an experienced workforce 

with a reputation for reliability. Don’t just shop price—reli-
ability and good service are equally, if not more, important. 
Make sure port management has a good relationship with its 
existing labor force.

3.  Evaluate the port’s investment in its infrastructure.
 The port should be taking steps such as enhancing its naviga-

tion channel access, reducing landside congestion, expanding 
terminal capacity, and working on better intermodal options 
for improved goods movement. It should also have a plan for 
handling periodic increased ocean and intermodal volume.

4.  Know the port’s restrictions.
 Weight limits for various cargoes vary by city and region. 

Overhead obstructions (bridges, tunnels, pedestrian walk-
ways) and dimensional restrictions (vehicle/trailer length, 
width, and height) can hinder port access, while routes into 
and out of ports might require trucks to encounter multiple 
traffic lights or drive through light commercial or residential 
areas.

5.  Look for a stable, predictable regulatory environment.
 Consider a port that has a strong relationship with and 

proven record of collaborating with industry, regulators, and 
legislators—including on environmental issues—to benefit 
shippers. Make sure the port is compliant with federal secu-
rity initiatives.

6.  Note Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) access.
 If you are involved in zone-to-zone transfers, exporting, 

international returns, or quality control inspections, select a 
port that has an approved and active FTZ to take advantage 
of the cost reductions associated with these activities.

7.  Prepare for the unexpected.
 Consider a port that offers alternative services to container 

transport, such as an ability to handle traditional break-bulk 
cargo; oversized, over-dimensional project cargo; or roll-
on/roll-off cargo ranging from automobiles and tractors to 
military equipment.

8.  Calculate the port’s savings potential.
 Determine if the port has processes in place to reduce overall 

transportation costs. For example, is there adequate capacity 
to eliminate congestion? Are procedures streamlined to re-
duce loading/unloading times and prevent delays? Ports with 
facilities for transferring fuel, food, water, waste materials, 
and supplies all in one place can shave hours off a vessel’s 
time—and costs—at dock.

9.  Investigate the port’s container and vessel tracking 
 tools.
 What kind of technology capabilities does it have? Can you 

also use those tracking tools for Internet access, e-mail, and 
text messages? Does the port provide a toll-free number?

10.  Check the operating hours.
 Does the port have convenient operating hours to access port 

services? Investigate the dwell times between ship and rail.
SOURCE: Inbound Logistics

Indian Ports Container Volume 
Surges 12 Percent

Container throughput at major ports in India for the April– 
October period surged 12 percent over the same period last 

year, the Indian Ports Association said recently. Total volume for 
the first seven months of fiscal 2010–2011 was estimated at 4.4 
million 20-foot equivalent units compared with 3.9 million TEUs 
in the same period a year ago. Jawaharlal Nehru (Nhava Sheva), 
the country’s largest container port, handled 2.5 million TEUs, up 
9 percent from 2.3 million TEUs a year earlier.

SOURCE: JOC.com

New European Ports Organization

Several leading European port community systems operators 
recently launched a new organization, the European Port 

Community System Association (EPCSA). The founding mem-
bers include SOGET, MCP, PORTIC, PORTBASE, and DBH. 
 EPCSA, headquartered in Brussels, Belgium, said its mis-
sion is to influence public policy in the European Union level 
in order to achieve e-logistics throughout all European ports, 
operating as a key element of the EU maritime, shipping and 
logistics industry. Its further objectives are to ensure that the 
importance of Port Community Systems Operators is recognized 
in the EU and its member states and that the sector is consulted 
substantively on any measure likely to affect it; to ensure that 
European Port Community Systems operators play their full part 
in delivering e-freight all over Europe; to promote the highest 
possible standards in European Port Community Systems; and to 
encourage all European port communities to be proactive in PCS 
development. 
 The organization will be governed by an executive commit-
tee to oversee its daily policymaking, and technical committees 
with jurisdiction over technology and standards, applications, 
customs and other governmental agencies, legal and international 
affairs, and research. 
 The launch of EPCSA reflects a strategic cooperation 
between the leading PCS operators and marks the beginning 
of public–private cooperation to achieve e-logistics throughout 
European ports. 

 SOURCE: Sea Port Review



TRUCKING AND INTERMODAL SERVICES

TRAC to Open California 
Chassis Facilities

On December 1 TRAC Intermodal will open its West Coast 
Metro Pool in Oakland and Los Angeles, California, leas-

ing chassis to harbor trucking companies and ocean carriers on 
a short and medium-term basis. West Coast Metro Pool will 
provide chassis out of its depots in Oakland and Los Angeles 
operated by ConGlobal Industries, and intends to open in other 
locations in the future.
 TRAC Intermodal also operates chassis pools on the East 
and Gulf coasts and has a fleet of 245,000 chassis and containers.

SOURCE: The Journal of Commerce

Rising U.S. Rail, Truck Freight 
Brighten Economic Outlook

Economists often look at railcar loadings as a harbinger of 
things to come for the bigger economy. This October, com-

pared with October 2009, U.S. railroads each week moved 11 
percent more carloads—including intermodal containers that ship 
on rail and trucks.
 Such double-digit percentage increases have been com-
mon in 2010, with the year’s high of 17 percent coming in May. 
Trucking, too, is rising. Tonnage hauled this September was 5.1 
percent higher than in September 2009. It was the 10th consecu-
tive month of gains in year-over-year comparisons.
 FedEx Corp. said it expects to have its busiest day ever on 
December 13, when it anticipates moving nearly 16 million ship-
ments around the world. When asked by a CNBC reporter last 
year what set of economic numbers he’d want if he were stranded 
on a deserted island, investor Warren Buffett replied, “freight-car 
loadings” and “truck tonnage moved.” Rising demand for rail 
services reflects growth in other sectors of the economy, said Dan 
Keen, economist with the Association of American Railroads. 
“No one puts a load of lumber or scrap steel or chemicals on a 
railroad for fun,” he said. “Rather, they put these things on a rail-
road so they can be turned into houses or rolled steel or fertilizer 
or whatever.”

SOURCE: Kansas City Star, Cargo Business News

Is Your Contact Information Current? 

Update your Membership Directory listing at 
any time by sending an 

e-mail to Membership@IAMovers.org.



AIR CARGO/AIR TRAVEL

Air Cargo Profits See Upturn

By Karen E. Thuermer

While the height of the global recession in 2008-2009 saw 
the airline industry facing unprecedented declines, the 

dramatic upturn that began in the 4th quarter of 2009—driven by 
shipper needs to restock depleted inventory—only draws more 
attention to the air freight market’s volatility.
 At first glance, the news appears positive for the carriers. 
International Air Transport Association (IATA) projects that for 
2010, global demand for both passenger and cargo service will 
expand by 11 percent.
 IATA forecasts 2010 yields for cargo to grow 7.9 percent, 
sharply higher than the 4.5 percent previously projected. As of 
September, IATA now expects the airline industry worldwide to 
generate net profits of $8.9 billion in 2010, up from its previous 
forecast of $2.5 billion. Certainly, current airline revenue figures 
are impressive. In the United States alone, Delta Airlines posted 
a $467 million second quarter 2010 profit, part of the cumula-
tive $1.45 billion profit reported by the top nine U.S. passenger 
airlines for that period—and a dramatic turnaround from their net 
loss of $556 million a year ago. However, the IATA maintains 
that this recovery is not sustainable and only reflects a post reces-
sion rebound; in the meantime, the organization does commend 
the industry for managing its assets with tight capacity over the 
past 12 months.
 Any way you slice it, it’s time for a reality check. The IATA 
warns that even with this year’s improvement, yields are still 8 
percent below the pre-crisis levels of 2008. In addition, doubts 
linger about how long this cyclical upturn will last. “This year 
is as good as it gets,” says Giovanni Bisignani, IATA director 

general and CEO. “It will be the peak of the cycle and 2011 will 
be a much tougher year.” Bisignani’s reasoning for the slow down 
in the air is directly related to the forces that have kept the current 
rebound rather tepid: government stimulus monies are ending; 
new jobs haven’t been created; and consumer confidence remains 
low. 
 “Even if it is sustainable, the profit margins are so razor thin 
that even increasing profits 3.5 times only generates a 1.6 percent 
margin,” he adds. This is below the 2.5 percent margin of the 
previous cycle peak in 2007 and far below what it would take just 
to cover the industry’s capital costs. “The bounce that we saw this 
year was to restock inventories,” Bisignani adds. “Now consumer 
spending needs to support demand.”

Karen E. Thuermer is a contributing editor at Logistics Manage-
ment, from which this article is adapted. RPP
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TECHNOTES

Electronic Shipment Exchange Standard: A Reality at Last

By Max Kreynin

The long promised and often discussed industry-wide elec-
tronic shipment exchange standard has arrived! Thanks to 

the persistence of IAM’s Technology Committee and its ability 
to pull many parties together, the standard has been approved by 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The next step 
in the process is to obtain approval by the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) and make government authorities, such as 
U.S. Customs and Border Patrol and the Department of Home-
land Security, recognize this format as a comprehensive electron-
ic manifest for all household shipments.
 So what’s in it for you? The short answer is savings and 
efficiency (which means even more savings). Having shipment 
details available in a universal format means that your move 
management systems can automatically import this information, 
thus eliminating the need for expensive and error-prone data 
entry. 
 Once the data are downloaded into the system, you can 
produce and display all standard documents (such as manifest, 
inventory, etc.) in your standard format and language. This should 
resolve a lot of issues caused by bad handwriting, inaccurate 
spelling, and poor-quality fax copies. Moreover, since the ship-
ment file includes inventory details along with barcodes, you can 
finally use those fancy (yet mostly useless at present) barcodes on 
inbound shipments to scan inventory in or out of the warehouse, 
as well as at delivery. You need only to have your system suppli-
ers support the standard. Most industry software suppliers were 
behind the initiative in the first place and some are already en-
gaged in integration and automated data exchange initiatives. The 
mere existence of the format isn’t enough—one has to establish 
reliable exchange mechanisms as well.
 How does this standard work? Simply put, the standard al-
lows for the encompassing of all shipment details such as:
• reference numbers (origin, destination, groupage, GBL)
• shipper and consignee details (names, contact info, passport 

info), origin and delivery address details
• booking agent details
• origin agent details
• destination agent details
• full container details (type, number, seal, goods volume and 

weight, number of pieces, carrier details for each leg of the 
route, ports information, vessel and voyage, dates, content 
description, etc.)

• skid details for LCL (liftvan/pallet/airvan, sizes, volume and 
weight, number of pieces, content description, etc.)

• first and last label numbers, label color
• total number of pieces loaded, received, and delivered
• delivery instructions and delivery summary
• inventory details (full description of each package includ-

ing label number, barcode, package type, location at origin, 
packer’s name, pre-existing damages, appliance and fine arts 
details)

• reference to document files accompanying the manifest 
in one file. The structure of the file is standardized and is 
language, platform, affiliation, and vendor neutral. Moreover, 
the standard defines global numeric codes for:

 > household item names
 > package types
 > modes of transport
 > locations
 > exceptions
 > exception locations
 This will help eliminate any ambiguity stemming from inac-
curate translation or interpretation of the inventory. The standard 
provides standard terms-to-codes for English and IAM expects to 
add translations for other languages shortly. The standard relies 
on the ISO for carrier codes, country codes, and port codes.
 Let’s take a look at a practical example. Assume you are 
sending a shipment to Peru and use an inventory system record-
ing items in English. According to the standard, a baby crib is 
encoded as 2.1020. An electronic file for this shipment will have 
to use 2.1020 instead of the word “baby crib” (with the option 
to include “baby crib” as an item description). Your destina-
tion agent’s software will use IAM’s code dictionary to convert 
2.1020 to “cuna” prior to printing out the inventory for the crew. 
Please don’t worry that all of a sudden your crews will have 
to learn the codes by heart. They’ll continue to use whatever 
language they’re using now to key in the inventory. The inven-
tory recording software will have to smarten up and translate the 
inventory to the standard codes.

Max Kreynin is with Voxme Software, Inc., headquartered in 
Toronto, Canada. This article was previously published in FIDI 
Focus.



Study: Just Half of Latin Companies Use Social Networks

In mid-October, global public relations and communications 
firm Burson-Marsteller released its 2010 Latin America So-

cial Media Study, which revealed that only 49 percent of Latin 
American companies are using at least one of the most popular 
social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, or corporate 
blogs), compared with 79 percent of companies globally. The 
highest proportions of Latin American companies leveraging at 
least one social media channel are in Mexico (80 percent) and 
Venezuela (75 percent), and the lowest proportions are in Puerto 
Rico (5 percent) and Argentina (25 percent).
 For this study, Burson-Marsteller’s global 
research team analyzed the social media use of the 
160 highest-revenue companies from Latin Ameri-
can 
countries including Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Peru, Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Venezu-
ela. 
The results were compared with those of Burson-
Marsteller’s “Social Media Global Check-up Study,”
 released in February 2010, which analyzed the 
presence in social media companies in the Fortune Global 100.
 The Latin America Social Media Study found that Facebook 
is the most popular social media tool used by companies in the 
region, with over 39 percent of companies having one or more 
pages on Facebook. Moreover, stakeholders indicate an interest 
in engaging with Latin American businesses on Facebook, as 
over one-half (55 percent) of the company pages analyzed have 
comments from “fans.” Mexican and Venezuelan companies in 
the study were most likely to post comments on their Facebook 
pages.
 Twitter is the second most popular social media website, 
with 32 percent of Latin American companies maintaining a 
Twitter account. However, 53 percent of the companies studied 
had tweets posted about them by stakeholders on Twitter, reveal-
ing that many Latin American companies are being discussed on 
Twitter but have no presence on the social media channel. Thus, 
these companies are being left out of the conversation. Colombi-
an companies have the biggest gap; only 29 percent of businesses 
have a Twitter account, but 86 percent are being mentioned by 
stakeholders’ tweets.
 Although fewer Latin American companies are on Twitter 
than in other regions (32 percent vs. 65 percent globally), the 
Latin American companies have almost twice the number of fol-
lowers (2,626 followers vs. 1,489 globally). This shows that Latin 

American consumers are increasingly willing to participate and 
interact with businesses via social media.
 Latin American organizations’ presence on YouTube is more 
limited, with only 25 percent of companies in Latin America 
having an account. Companies in Chile, Brazil, and Mexico have 
the highest participation rates on YouTube. In general, the most 
popular brands in the region post videos of their advertisements. 
Brazilian companies have the largest audiences, with an average 

of 251,195 views of their videos, driven by energy 
company Petrobras.
 Corporate blogs are the least popular social 
media channel for business in both Latin America 
(11 percent) and around the globe (33 percent). Only 
Brazilian (37 percent) and Chilean (29 percent) com-
panies have significant proportions of companies with 
brand-sponsored blogs.
 Companies’ reputations are at risk if they are 
being discussed on social media and are not part of 

the dialogue. Monitoring what is being said about a company is a 
good start to planning a social media strategy. Then, creating an 
account, posting updates, and responding to stakeholders who are 
posting about the company are necessary follow-up steps.
 To help businesses optimize their social media presence, 
Burson-Marsteller has developed several tools, including the 
“Social Media Check-Up,” which assesses a brand’s digital and 
social media health and measures the impact on online reputa-
tion. Burson-Marsteller also advises in Digital Public Relations 
(http://bx.businessweek.com/digital-public-relations/) to help 
identify and promote relationships with the most influential stake-
holders in social networks.

SOURCE: Burson-Marsteller

Keyboard Cleaning Methods

Keyboards accumulate a lot of dirt and germs, but they are 
easy to clean. One of the simplest ways is using compressed 

air, which you can find in a hardware or computer store. Spray 
quick bursts under the keyboard, shake the keyboard upside down 
and repeat a few times. To clean the keys, you can use alcohol or 
disinfectant wipes. It’s best to turn off your computer first in case 
you press a button you don’t want to.

SOURCE: BottomLine Personal



BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC NEWS

As a Small Business Grows, Different Federal Laws Apply
 

By Barbara Weltman

As small buasinesses grow and add staff, they may cross some 
important thresholds that can affect their legal responsibili-

ties. Here are some U.S. federal laws that business owners and 
their employees should be aware of as the business grows (for 
state laws, go to www.DOL.gov/dol/location.htm).

Two or more employees
The Fair Labor Standards Act imposes minimum wage and over-
time pay requirements on businesses with at least two employees. 
And the Equal Pay Act says that equal wages must be paid to men 
and women performing substantially equal services.

More than 10 employees 
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
requires businesses of all sizes to comply with established safety 
and health hazards. However, only business with more than 
10 employees must meet the reporting requirements covering 
workplace accidents and illnesses. Penalties can be imposed for 
violations of these rules.

15 or more employees
These businesses can be subject to penalties under Title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 if they discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sex, or national origin. Also, disabled employees 
are protected under the Americans with Disabilities Act, which 
bars employers from discriminating on the basis of a disability. 
Employers must make reasonable accommodations for the dis-
ability.

20 or more employees
Under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, these busi-
nesses are barred from discriminating against an employee or job 
applicant who is at least 40 years old on the basis of age. Also, 
under the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act 
(COBRA), an employee who leaves a business can continue to 

obtain health coverage for a fee for a set period (usually up to 18 
months) if the business had a health plan and at least 20 employ-
ees in the prior year.

Fewer than 25 employees 
As part of the federal overhaul of health care insurance, employ-
ers with the equivalent of fewer than 25 full-time employees may 
qualify under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA) for a tax credit of up to 35 percent of premium costs for 
providing health coverage to employees. Find details at www.irs.
gov.
 
50 or more employees
Under the new health-care law described above, starting in 2014, 
employers with at least 50 employees will be required to provide 
health coverage for employees by paying at least 60 percent of 
“minimum essential coverage” or incur a penalty of up to $2,000 
per employee. However if the business has no more than 100 
employees, it will be able to obtain health coverage through 
government-supervised insurance exchanges set to be operational 
no later than 2014. Also, workers at businesses with 50 or more 
employees are entitled under the Family and Medical Leave Act 
(FMLA) to 12 weeks of unpaid leave for the birth and care of a 
newborn, an adoption, the care of a family member with a serious 
illness, or for the employee’s own serious medical condition. 
Note: California, New Jersey, and Washington State now mandate 
some paid leave funded by employee payroll contributions.

Barbara Weltman is an attorney in Millwood, New York, and 
author of J.K. Lasser’s Small Business Taxes (Wiley). She is pub-
lisher of Big Ideas for Small Business, a free monthly e-newslet-
ter, available at www.BarbaraWeltman.com.

SOURCE: BottomLine Personal



INDUSTRY NEWS
A look at people and events shaping IAM member companies

Dehem

AGS Frasers has named Gillaume De-
hem as Africa network manager. He will 
supervise 43 branches and more than 800 
staff. Dehem is set to implement major 
developments over the next five years, 
enhancing the moving and storage ser-
vices already offered. He is also tasked 
with ensuring that the Africa network 
continues to grow; the company’s goal 
is to have a presence in every country in 
Africa by 2015.
 After earning his master’s degree at an 
international business school in Paris, De-
hem first arrived in Africa as a volunteer 
teacher in Burkina Faso, an experience that 
led him to return to find a permanent job 
in that country. While he was searching for 
his first paying job in Africa, the French 
Embassy in Burkina Faso provided him 
with a list of the country’s French com-
panies. The list was in alphabetical order, 
making AGS one of the first firms to which 
Dehem applied.
 He began his career at the company 
as sales manager at AGS Frasers Burkina 
Faso in 2000. He was later promoted to 
branch manager of AGS Frasers Benin, 
then AGS Frasers Ghana before rising to 
his current position.

Crown Relocations has named Lolita 
Wong to a new role as head of Global 
Mobility Services (GMS), China. This 
position was created to advance Crown 
China’s GMS division. Part of her focus 

Wong Curik

will be to improve quality and increase 
capacity of GMS service delivery. Wong 
originally joined Crown in 2002, in 
Singapore, and worked in the records 
management and household goods divi-
sions before joining the Global Mobility 
Services division, in 2007. She is based in 
Shanghai, but responsible for all Mainland 
China’s GMS needs.
 The appointment came at a time when 
increasing numbers of overseas work-
ers are coming to China to settle and live 
in key commercial and industrial cities. 
The trend presents vast opportunities for 
Crown to assist expatriates with settling 
in and adapting to local work cultures, the 
company said.

Arpin International Group has hired 
Caroline Curik as manager of customer 
relations at its growing customer service 
center in Germany, where she will oversee 
the acquisition of new clients for the 
company.
 Curik comes to Arpin International 
Group after having held a previous posi-
tion as managing consultant at Profes-
sional Organizing Relocation Consult 
in Sulzbach, Germany. There she was 
responsible for the relocation of employ-
ees for international company clients, 
including orientation tours, home search-
ing, and settling-in services. She is fluent 
in German, English, and French.
 Also at Arpin International Group, 
Tim Trout has joined the company as in-

ternational operations manager at its grow-
ing customer service center in Boston. In 
that role, Trout will oversee all facets of 
the international shipments handled in the 
Boston office to include quoting, billing, 
claims, and shipments as well as customer 
inquiries. He will also assist with business 
development and client presentations.
 Trout has more than 18 years of expe-
rience in relocation management, logistics, 
and service marketing. He comes to Arpin 
International Group after having held 
previous positions as managing director, 
operations manager, international reloca-
tion coordinator, and general manager for 
a transportation firm in Japan. 

Suddath International, a subsidiary of 
The Suddath Companies, recently an-
nounced the addition of three global ac-
count sales executives to its staff. 
 Sonya Reneberg brings more than 
17 years of experience in sales, market-
ing, operations, and client management. 
As national account sales executive, she 
assists the Washington, DC, branch in 
cultivating relationships and developing 
new business. In addition, Reneberg works 
closely with the operations staff to ensure 
that customer requirements and expecta-
tions are met and clearly defined to foster 
Suddath’s high standards of customer 
service. 
      Kelly Sayles brings 24 years of expe-
rience to Suddath. She will be responsible 
for meeting and exceeding client expec-
tations, new business development, and 
account management. Prior to joining 
Suddath, Sayles was director of sales for 
Daryl Flood Mayflower. 
      Jolyce Ledvina, a 25-year veteran of 
the relocation industry, will focus on sales 
in the western region of the United States. 
Prior to joining Suddath, she was president 
of Trackware Technologies, a transpor-
tation inventory control and software 
technology firm. 



EXPANSIONS

Crown Relocations has opened its fourth 
office in the Benelux region of Europe. 
The new facility is centrally located in 
Luxembourg City, Luxembourg, and 
will provide global mobility and moving 
services. The branch will further develop 
Crown’s rapidly growing business areas of 
records management and fine arts handling 
and transportation, under the guidance 
of Michiel van den Dorpel, Crown’s 
regional manager for the Benelux area. 
Other Crown offices in the region include 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Brussels.

Move One has opened a new office in 
Umm Qasr, Iraq to expand its freight and 
logistics services and operations in the 
Middle East. The facility is integrated into 
a secure compound with multiple of-
fices, accommodation for up to 80 people, 
and even full life support. It includes a 
5,000-square-meter bonded warehouse 
in addition to a 1-million square-meter 
bonded lay-down yard. Dedicated onsite 
staff ensure that shipments are delivered 
safely and on time. The company now has 
seven offices throughout Iraq and is con-
tinuing to develop available services in the 
country, according to Move One’s regional 
manager for the Middle East, Robert 
Hass. Services offered in Basra include 
road- and airfreight import and export, 
customs clearance with local distribution, 
and transit clearance.
 The company has become very active 
in the oil and gas industry in the region, 

Crown Relocations facility in Luxembourg

Hass said, and offers services such as proj-
ect cargo, aircraft and vessel chartering, 
and handling of oil and gas equipment and 
heavy and oversized cargo.

Mallory Alexander International Logis-
tics has expanded its third-party logistics 
operations by acquiring Tradesource Inc. 
from Atlantic Services Group, Inc. Trade-
source is an international freight forward-
ing company located in Charleston, South 
Carolina.
 Formerly the Tradesource office, 
the new Mallory Alexander International 
Logistics Charleston location specializes 
in export ocean forwarding and customs 
house brokerage. Additional services 
include truck brokerage, special project 
transportation, and supply chain consult-
ing services.
 Mallory Alexander President Neely 
Mallory III said the company, head-
quartered in Memphis, Tennessee, had 
explored the Charleston market for several 
years, looking for the right fit to expand 
the its footprint in the Southeast region.

United Relocations delivered Chang and 
Saja to their owners upon their arrival in 
Bangkok.

United Relocations 
Delivers Pets

Shipping pets is challenging even 
under the best circumstances. Careful 

planning and verification of documents 
is required must to ensure their smooth 
relocation. United Relocations Thailand 
takes pains to cater to pet owners’ needs 
and requirements. Recently, the company 
exported two cats to Montreal, Canada. 
The animals arrived to a happy reunion 
with their owners. 
 United also handles regular inbound 
pet shipments around the globe. One of 
the latest inbound consignments brought 
two Chow Chows from Korea to Bang-
kok as a manifested cargo. Upon clear-
ing customs, the dogs were delivered in 
perfect condition to the owner’s hotel, 
where John Romans and his wife were 
very happy to be reunited with their pets.



PAIMA Welcomes New President

The Pan American International Moving Association 
has elected a new president, Christy Wickman Kozloski 

of Wickman Worldwide Services, Inc. Kozloski is the second 
female president of PAIMA, now in its 27th year. She told more 
than 120 delegates at the group’s annual conference in San 
Diego, California, that she has three goals for her term of office: 
to increase membership, to increase tonnage reporting, and to 
increase member involvement in PAIMA.
  “There are many ways to put your name out there, and we 
want to hear from the members and enable them to be part of this 
growing organization. PAIMA is back on its feet and has a great 
future—and I want everyone to be a part of it,” she said.
 PAIMA, which convenes each year just prior to the IAM 
Annual Meeting, also broke new ground by recognizing its first 
Honorary Member, Joe Pauley of Coco’s International Movers, 
for his outstanding service to PAIMA over many years. 
  “Joe has been an inspiration to everyone who has come 
across him, and we are really glad to recognize his skills and 
commitment to our organization,” PAIMA Executive Director 
Sherry Williams told The Portal. 
 PAIMA’s annual Ecology Award went to Teamwork Inter-
national of Brazil and the annual tonnage awards went to the 
following companies:
• Overall Most Tonnage Reported: G-International, Brazil
• Mexican & Canadian League: Trafimar Relo Service, 

Mexico
• South American League: Mudanzas Global, Venezuela
• Central American & Caribbean League: Balboa  

International, Panama
• American League: AIReS, United States
• Asian League: Asian Tigers K.C. Dat, Singapore
• African League: Magna Thompson, South Africa
• Oceania League: Conroy Removals, New Zealand

 Other members of PAIMA’s new board are as follows:
• Vice President: Gary Burke, Burke Brothers Group, England 
• Secretary: Laura May Carmack, AIReS, United States
• Treasurer: George Naumann, Swiss Moving Services AG, 

Switzerland
• Directors: Jose Marrero, Sentry International, United States; 

Victor Roman, TA Mudanzas Internacionales, Costa Rica; 
Rafael Moreno, Moreno International Services, Mexico

Mayflower Introduces Video for 
Do-It-Yourselfers

Mayflower has released a new video series with tips on how 
to pack every room in the home. Moving Tips is avail-

able on Mayflower.com as well as the company’s YouTube and 
Facebook accounts, according to Mayflower Transit President Pat 
Larch.
 “Packing up everything you own can be an overwhelming 
process,” said Larch. “With this moving tips video series, May-
flower is reaching out to help those who choose to do the packing 
themselves.” 
 One of the videos in the Moving Tips series explains the best 
way to load a portable storage container. Earlier in 2010 the May-
flower brand introduced do-it-yourself, portable moving storage 
containers. The company arranges for the delivery of the moving 
container to the customer’s home. Customers can then pack and 
load the container on their own or with help from Mayflower. 
When they’re ready the container is picked up and taken to stor-
age or delivered to the customer’s new home. 

Wickman Pauley



The Asian Tigers Lane Moving & Storage Ultimate team

Asian Tigers Sponsors 
Ultimate Contest

Not many people have heard of the unique sport of Ultimate. 
It was with this in mind that the American Chamber of Com-

merce Young Professionals Committee (AmCham YPC) sought 
the help of the local club, DiscIndo, for an Ultimate Frisbee 
Clinic during a sunny afternoon in Jakarta. The event, sponsored 
by Asian Tigers Lane Moving & Storage, welcomed young 
professionals from various industries to the workshop for some 

“Skying”catches (left) and 
precision throws (above) are 
all part of Ultimate Frisbee.

skills and drills training, and a full game to experience the thrill 
of the sport.
 Ultimate is one of the fastest-growing sports in the world 
today. It is a competitive, non-contact team sport played with a 
round flying disc. It mixes the best features of sports such as soc-
cer, basketball, American football, and netball into an elegantly 
simple, yet fascinating and demanding game.
 Ultimate is self-refereed and distinguishes itself by what is 
called the “spirit of the game,” which is the principle of fair play, 
honesty, sportsmanship, and the joy of play. DiscIndo or Ultimate 
Indonesia holds practices and pick-up sessions every week.

Boonma Thailand at the 
Pet Exhibition in Montreal

Boonma Pet Mover Thailand Executive Director Tiddy S. 
Teerawit recently visited Canada to exhibit at the 2010 Pet 

Conference in Montreal, Quebec. Pet movers and animal lovers 
traveled from over 70 countries around the globe attending the 
October conference. Tiddy had a great opportunity to educate 
them on how to bring their beloved pets into Thailand or vice ver-
sa. Boonma’s pet travel services include inbound and outbound 
customs clearance, license application, international and domestic 
flight booking, kennel accommodation, veterinary services, and 
more.
 

Boonma Executive 
Director Tiddy S. 
Teerawit at the 
Pet Exhibition & 
Conference in 
Montreal

Suddath Upgrades Website

Suddath International has announced the launch of its new 
and improved website, which is the result of a year of analy-

sis, design, and programming.
 The upgraded website contains features such as a “Reloca-
tion Zone” designed to provide an online guide for moving, as 
well as expanded content throughout the site. In addition, bold 
colors, graphics, and updated navigational tools are part of the 
new design aesthetic.
 “Our online visitors will now experience a more vibrant and 
seamless view of Suddath International and our services,” said 
Steve Crooks, president of Suddath International.



Perfect Attendance Rewarded at 
Executive Moving Systems

Executive Moving Systems, Inc., of Woodbridge, Virginia, awards $500 to every 
driver, helper, and warehouse employee who had perfect attendance during the 

industry’s peak season. The program, launched in 2005, requires that the employee 
come to work every day (Monday through Friday) from May through the fi rst week in 
September. Any employee who works every day without taking leave for any reason is 
presented a $500 check. The fi rst year the program was in effect, only 11 out of approxi-
mately 70 employees received the award; this year, 30 employees out of Executive’s 65 
employees got a check. 

$500 richer: These Executive Moving Systems employees (and three others not pictured) 
were recognized for their dedication to the job during the peak summer season.

HONORS AND 
AWARDS

The Canadian Association of Movers 
has announced the names of its annual 

awards recipients:
• Distinguished Service Award: 

Bob Tuckett 
• Founders Award: Bill O’Donnell
• Innovators Award: Glenn Thomsen
 The award recipients were nomi-
nated by CAM members and selected by 
its board of directors. The awards were 
presented at CAM’s awards dinner in 
November during the association’s annual 
conference.
 CAM also announced that it has add-
ed a new award to recognize an individual 
or group who has performed an act or acts 
of moving-related service in the public 
interest. The fi rst recipient of the Public 
Service Award is Toronto Police Service 
Detective Kevin Hooper, who arrested and 
charged an individual CAM called “one of 
Toronto’s moving nightmares.”

UniGroup Worldwide UTS (UniGroup 
UTS) has announced that its Singa-
pore and Hong Kong offi ces are now 
FIDI/FAIM (Federation of International 
Furniture Removers) Accredited Interna-
tional Movers. The FIDI-FAIM standard 
is an accreditation program that provides 
international movers the opportunity to 
have an independent assessment of their 
international moving activities every two 
years by the Ernst & Young accounting 
fi rm. To obtain FIDI-FAIM certifi cation, 
a company has to comply with global 
standards and benchmarks for the various 
areas of competence. 

A-Mrazek Moving Systems, a United 
Van Lines agent in St. Louis, Missouri, 
recently received the TORCH Award for 
exceptional ethical business practices and 
customer service from the Better Business 
Bureau. The 110-year-old company has 
been recognized over the years as a Cus-
tomer Choice honoree and was presented 
three times with Vanliner’s Excellence in 
Loss Prevention Award. David Sabada is 
president of A-Mrazek Moving Systems.

AROUND THE STATES

New Jersey Targets Unlicensed Movers

During a two-day sting operation, 
New Jersey offi cials recently put the 

brakes on some unlicensed movers. In 
Belleville, one man who had advertised 
his services on Craigslist was intercepted 
on October 7 at a storage facility, where 
police informed him of 
New Jersey regulations. 
The Star-Ledger news-
paper reported that like 
17 others who were also 
trapped in the sting, the 
man was trying to pay 
his bills in a troubled 
economy.
 The New Jersey State Attorney 
General’s Division of Consumer Affairs 
said its offi ce is littered with consent 
orders involving movers, who are by law 
required to make an onsite inspection of 
the household items to be moved, to pro-
vide a legible cost estimate, and to carry 
insurance—all on top of an annual $400 

licensing fee.
 Those captured in the sting were 
required to produce driver’s licenses and 
vehicle registrations; their vans were 
subjected to safety checks; then they 
were released. Once state records are 
verifi ed, those found to be unlicensed 
will be notifi ed that they can either com-
ply and pay a fi ne, or request a hearing 
with Consumer Affairs.
 Offi cials said seeing so-called 
“movers” driving a rental truck is a 
red fl ag that the driver probably isn’t 
licensed. 
 Robert Russo, president of the New 
Jersey Movers’ and Warehousemen’s 
Association, was pleased with the crack-
down. “We fi nally got the state to do 
something about the Craigslist advertis-
ing,” he said.
 For the full story, access www.
nj.com/news/index.ssf/2010/10/nj_con-
sumer_affairs_crack_down.html.



MILESTONES

Alexandra Beuthin and daughter Maxine.

Worldwide Movers Uganda has an-
nounced that Alexandra Beuthin 

has left the moving business to spend 
more time with her daughter, Maxine. Her 
husband, Eric, who is CEO of the World-
wide Movers Africa Group, reports that 
Alexandra teaches economics part time at 
the local French School.
 Lydia Kaweesa, who has been with 
Worldwide Movers Uganda since 2006 as 
senior sales manager, will assume Alexan-
dra Beuthin’s responsibilities.

Lysia 
Kaweesa

IN MEMORIAM

Dick Smith

IN MEMORIAM

Tim Schneeman 

Timothy B. Schneeman, 51, passed away unexpectedly on September 29. Born 
in Columbus, Ohio, he was a 14-year resident of Naperville, Illinois. He 

graduated from Maine South High School, Park Ridge, Illinois, and earned his 
bachelor’s degree from Southern Illinois University.
     Mr. Schneeman enjoyed the last 30 years in the moving industry working for 
Allied Van Lines, Sirva, and finally starting his own company, American Moving 
Consultants, Inc., in 2006. Because of the respect people had for him, his dedica-
tion, and close personal relationships, he became a giant in the moving industry. 
He also loved the outdoors and was as much at home on the greens of a golf 
course as he was fishing for that big catch.
     He is survived by his wife of 19 years, Lisa; three daughters; and two brothers.

Richard Martin “Dick” Smith, 81, 
passed away on October 25 in  

Sonoma, California.
 Mr. Smith was born March 19, 
1929, in Grand Rapids, Michigan; the 
family moved to California following the 
Great Depression. He attended school in 
Vallejo, and after graduating from high 
school, he joined the United States Navy, 
where he served aboard the destroyer 
USS Black during the Korean War. After 
an honorable discharge from the Navy, 
Mr. Smith attended San Francisco City 
College. 
 During his long career with Van 
Pac Carriers Inc., Mr. Smith traveled ex-
tensively throughout the world. He was 
active in church, Kiwanis, and commu-
nity affairs, working with the local youth 
Little League, Babe Ruth baseball, and 
youth Pop Warner football organization. 
Over the past five years, he delivered 
Meals on Wheels two to three times a 
week. He was a member of St. Andrew 
Presbyterian Church where he greeted 
the parishioners on Sunday mornings. 
 Following his retirement from Van 
Pac Carriers, Mr. Smith ran a local mov-
ing business, AAA Dispatch Interna-
tional Inc., with his longtime friend and 
business partner, Bob Barry. Friends and 

colleagues remembered him for a gener-
ous spirit that will be missed.
 His wife of 48 years, Lorraine, pre-
deceased him in 2004. He is survived by 
a sister, four children, and nine grand-
children. The family suggested that those 
wishing to make memorial contributions 
in his name consider Meals on Wheels, 
P.O. Box 622, Sonoma, CA 95476; or 
St. Andrew Presbyterian Church, 16290 
Arnold Drive, Sonoma, CA 95476.



IAM President Featured Speaker at 
Marriott Relocation Forum

On November 10, IAM President Terry Head addressed 
attendees at the Marriott Relocation Fall Forum, held in 

Sterling, Virginia. The annual gathering, organized by Marriott’s 
global human resources team, brought together experts in in-
ternational banking, taxes, and moving, and select vendors that 
currently work with the hotel giant’s in-house relocation services 
group in assisting Marriott employees with relocations domesti-
cally and internationally.
 In introducing IAM to the assembled group, Head empha-
sized that the Association’s membership spans 171 countries 
worldwide—comprising the largest network of movers of any 
association in the household goods industry. A number of IAM 
members currently work with Marriott Relocation Services; 
in attendance were Hilldrup International, Royal Hawaiian 
Movers, Paxton International, Bolliger Inc., and DAS Global 
Services. Bolliger hosted the forum at Security Storage, a state-
of-the-art facility. Both companies are owned by SECOR.
 The following day, Marriott, which currently operates 3,400 
hotels worldwide, announced its goal to bring on 100 additional 
hotels in India by 2015. The expansion is part of a broader plan 
to add over 600 hotel properties over the next five years, with the 
bulk of the additions in the emerging markets of China, India, and 
southeast Asia. 
 The breadth of experience and global penetration of IAM’s 
membership, and Marriott’s current reliance on IAM movers, 
bodes well for further developing the Association’s relationship 
with this relocation customer. 

Coming Up in the Next Issue of The Portal:
Focus on Security and Risk Management

These days, just being in business is taking a risk.Security concerns are always front 
and center, particularly with respect to shipping and transportation. Mitigating risk 

once was all about protecting cargo. Now, however, it is more broadly focused. It entails 
protecting employee health and safety, data, and information-based assets; it also means 
assuring physical security for office and warehouse facilities, fleets/fleet operations, and 
just about everything else that adds value to your company.
 The January/February 2011 issue of The Portal will explore the ways in which IAM 
companies go about managing risk. For example: 
• Which of your activities require security measures?
• Do you have success stories (or failures) to share with Portal readers?
• What do you believe is the best way to keep risk at an acceptable level? 
• Have the measures you have taken to enhance security and risk management pro-

grams given your company a good rate of return on your investment?  
• Does your government impose specific requirements for security and risk manage-

ment? If so, have you been able to pass associated costs on to your customers?
• What do you believe are a transportation or moving company’s greatest threats and 

vulnerabilities?

Please send your articles, opinions, and comments to

Janet.seely@iamovers.org and joycedexter47@comcast.net

Deadline: January 22, 2011

Members Only | IAM Store

Price List for Selected IAM Publications, 
Miscellaneous Items

 CONUS OVERSEAS
 MEMBERS MEMBERS

2010–2011 IAM 
   Membership Directory    85.00 100.00

Additional 1-year subscriptions  
   to The Portal 100.00 125.00

Governing Members 
   Mailing Labels 20.00 25.00

U.S. Core Members 
   Mailing Labels  25.00 30.00

Overseas Core Members 
   Mailing Labels  45.00 55.00

Additional IAM Membership 
   Certificates  50.00 60.00

To receive an order form and payment information, please 
email info@iamovers.org 



WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Randall Groger
RKG Associates
IAM Chairman

GOVERNING 
Cannon Moving & Storage, Inc.
P.O. Box 190 • 583 W. Iona Avenue
Lemoore, CA  93245 
Tel: 559-924-5328 • Fax: 559-924-5372
P.O.C. Ms. Jeanette Homan
P.O.C. Mr. Paul Homan
Sponsors: Red Ball Forwarders Inc., Indiana
Andrews Forwarders, Inc., Nebraska

CORE
Al Sabaa Movers L.L.C.
P.O. Box 80234
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 6 5535410 • Fax: 971 6 5535420
Mobile: 971 5058 65814
www.sabamovers.com
sabamove@eim.ae
P.O.C. Roy Peter D’souza
P.O.C. Niyaz Siddique
Sponsors: Destination Services Int’l, LTD.,
Hayes, Middlesex, U.K.
La Levantine Daher & Cie., Beirut
Servile Relocations, Mumbai, India

APC Express Cargo
1-13331 Vulcan Way
Richmond, BC V6V 1K4 Canada
Tel: 604-295-4390 • Fax: 604-207-9925
Mobile: 604-715-7699
www.apccargoexpress.com
apc@apccargoexpress.com
P.O.C. Ms. Nancy Zhang
Sponsors: Pioneer Movers Sdn Bhd, Malaysia
Asia-Pacific Worldwide Movers, China

Australia Worldwide Moving
79 Pipe Road, Laverton North
Melbourne, Victoria
3026 Australia
Tel: 800 899 877 • Mobile: 0439994275
Toll-free: 800 899 877
www.australiaworldwide.com.au
debbie@awwm.com.au
Sponsors: Tradewinds Moving & Storage
Laverton North, VIC, Australia
Pacmove, Selangor, Malaysia

Baxters International Removals LTD.
Smeaton Close, Brunel Business Park
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire
HP198UN United Kingdom
Tel:  44 (0) 1296 393 339 
Fax: 44 (0) 1296 337 624
Mobile:  44 (0) 7823 775 833
www.baxtersmoving.com
tonyj@baxtersmoving.com

Caribbean Sun Movers, Inc.
352 San Claudio Avenue. Suite 139
San Juan 00926 , Puerto Rico
Tel: 877-213-5115  Toll-free: 877-213-5115
Fax: 858-712-0938
www.caribbeansunmovers.com
ana.caribbeansun@gmail.com
P.O.C. Ana Figueroa
P.O.C. Esteban Rodriguez
P.O.C. Pedro Melendez
Sponsors: Barrett Moving & Storage, 
  Wisconsin
Victory Packaging, Florida

CTSI Logistics, Inc.
1451 W. Knox Street
Torrance, CA  90501 
Tel: 310-320-0818 • Fax: 310-320-0688
www.ctsi-logistics.com
pinky_paner@ctsius.com
P.O.C. Eleanor Paner
P.O.C. Herminio V. Heramia, Jr.

Delight International Movers LLC
Flat-2 / Mezzanine, Delight Bldg, Salam Street
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 2 6434733 • Fax: 971 2 6434722
Mobile: 971 50 6419296
www.delightmovers.com
intlmovers@delightmovers.com
P.O.C. Zulfiker Abdul Hasis
Sponsors: Premiere International, 
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Abels M&S, Suffolk, England 

Eurasia FCI
8-9-11F, No. 218 Wusong Road, BM Tower
Shanghai 200080 China
Tel: 86 2163 526161 
Fax: 86 2163 526161 #676
www.eurasia-intl.com
amelie.bourdier_rld@shanghai.eurasia.com.cn
P.O.C. Amelie Bourdier
P.O.C. Naomi Fu
P.O.C. Simon H. Chuang

Global Packing Relocation
Calle 25 C BLS # 99-25 OF 302
Bogata, Cundinamarca, Colombia
Tel:: 57-1-4155002
www.globalpackingrelocation.com
jguzman@globalpackingrelocation.com
P.O.C. Mr. Johnny Guzmán
Sponsors:  Pacific Crating & Shipping, L.L.C., 
  California
La Rosa Del Monte Express, LLC, Florida

GMSM Möbeltransport E.K.
Beim flugplatz 8
Grafenwöhr, Bayern 92655, Germany
Tel: 49 9641 923627 • Fax: 49 9641 929373
Mobile: 49 171 5239948
www.stevenson-moving.de
whs@stevenson-moving.de
P.O.C. Mr. William Stevenson
Sponsors: HL Van Transport GmbH,
   Bassum, Germany
Pro-Transportservice GmbH,
  Wurzburg, Germany
                                                                
Hoyt’s International 
210 Joseph Zatzman Drive
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B3B 1P4 Canada
Tel: 902-468-5855  • Fax: 902-468-9701
www.hoytsinternational.com
sales@hoytsinternational.com
P.O.C. Leonard Hoyt
P.O.C. David Taylor

Internazionale Traslochi Quartarone
Viale Vittorio Veneto N29
Catania 95127 Sicily, Italy
Tel: 095 371416 • Fax: 095 377984
Mobile: 328 3324399
www.traslochiquartarone.it
info@traslochiquartarone.it
P.O.C. Laura Bellina
Sponsors: Argeo Villa Srl, Genoa, Italy
Carradori Adelino & Company, Rome, Italy

Kings World Removals & 
  International Shipping
United 5 & 6, Brent Trading Estate
390 North Circular Road
London NW100JF England
www.kingsremovals.com
moving@kingsremovals.com
Tel: 44 20 8338 3999 • Fax: 44 20 8338 3990
Mobile: 07973641907
P.O.C. Baruch Nahum
Sponsors: Eagle Relocations LTD, England
Sonigo Quality Worldwide Moving, Israel

NOTICE TO IAM MEMBERS

In compliance with the U.S. Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993, 13 percent of 
your IAM membership dues may be deductible as a business expense. However, 

87 percent may not be deductible as allocable expenses to state and federal lobbying 
activities of this Association.



MEBS Global Reach, LC
14930 Bogle Drive
Chantilly, VA 20151
Tel: 703-953-3900 • Mobile: 703-507-2733
Fax: 703-953-3232
www.mebs-intl.com
msigler@mebs-intl.com
P.O.C. Michael Sigler
P.O.C. Mitch Martin
P.O.C. Rooz Pedramzad

Meehan’s—Liffey International
Castlebank, Ardnacrusha
Co. Clare, Ireland
Tel: 353 61 345564
Fax: 353 61 345565
Mobile: 353 87 253 3604
www.meehansalliedunitedltd.com
info@meehansalliedunitedltd.com
P.O.C. Patrick Meehan
P.O.C. Bernadette Mulconroy

Moxie Holdings
400 Strawberry Ridge Lane
Irmo, SC 29063 
Tel: 803-407-3080 
Fax: 803-407-2526
Moxie.holdings@hotmail.com
P.O.C. Amy Nilson Fennell
P.O.C. Lakelan Fennell
P.O.C. Rivers Fennell
Sponsors: Nilson Van & Storage, SC
National Van Lines, Inc., IL

Safeway Int'l Moving & Shipping L.L.C.
P.O. Box 61977
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 6 5650851 
Fax: 971 6 5650857
Mobile: 971 50-9626659
www.safewayintlshipping.com
safeintl@eim.ae
P.O.C. Mr. Shaji Varghese
P.O.C. Mr. Varughese George
Sponsors: TR Overseas Moving, Canada
Multi Moving Systems, India

Target Logistics W.L.L.
P.O. Box 32473 
Ummgalina Street
Doha, Qatar
Tel: 009 74 4431 6735
Fax: 00974 4432 3672
www.targetlogisticsqatar.com
gopa@targetlogistics@qatar.com
P.O.C. B. Gopa Kumar
P.O.C. Shyam Nair
P.O.C. Gireesh
Sponsors: Circle Freight Int'l Manama, Bahrain
Dynamic Freight, Manama, Bahrain

Titan International Logistics, Inc.
16905 Cherie Place • Carson, CA  90746 
Tel: 310-638-2110  • Toll-free: 877-484-8261
Fax: 310-638-2117
www.titanship.com
andy@titanship.com
P.O.C. Andy Howden
P.O.C. Howard Smith
P.O.C. Jackie Torres
Sponsors: EuroUSA Shipping Inc., SC
EuroUSA International Movers, U.K.

Trans Global Auto Logistics
2454 NW Dallas Street
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
www.tgal.us
kayl@tgal.us
P.O.C. Kay Lester
P.O.C. Tony Lester
P.O.C. Beverly Tuggle
Sponsors: The Cartwright Companies, MO 
InterSeaPort Logistics GMBH, Germany

Traslocare.CO.UK. Relocation Ltd
Level 33, 25 Canada Square, Canary Wharf
London E14 5LQ, England
Tel: 44 0 207 1382 883 • Fax: 44 0 207 1499 880
www.traslocare.co.uk
Manuela@traslocare.co.uk
P.O.C. Mrs. Manuela Perrotta
P.O.C. Ms. Michela Romana

Trans International Moving & Shipping
254 Toongabbie Road, Girraween 
Sydney, NSW 2145 Australia
Tel: 61 448 112 332 • Mobile: 61 457 474 277
www.transinternational.com.au
info@transinternaitonal.com.au
P.O.C. Tom Vesperman
P.O.C. Peter Corbett
Sponsors: Asian Tigers K. C. Dat, Singapore
Overseas Packers & Shippers, Australia

UniGroup Worldwide UTS Shenzhen
Rm 1810, Blk C, Bldg 2
Minghua Convention Center
8 Guishan Rd, Nanshan District
Shenzhen 518067 China
Tel: 86 755 2683 9339 • Fax: 86 755 2689 2360
Mobile: 86 138 2371 8441
www.unigroupworldwide.com
zachary_kever@unigroupworldwide.com
P.O.C. Mr. Zachary Kever
P.O.C . Mr. Sean Huang
P.O.C. Colay Gao

Wisse Moving, SL
C/Amadeu, 160 • Calella  08370
Barcelona, Spain
Tel: 34 937660900 • Fax: 34 935457253
Mobile: 34 618465547
www.wissemoving.com
rené@wissemoving.com
P.O.C. Mr. René Wisse
Sponsors: Diamond Worldwide Relocation, NC
Buenos Aires International S.R.L.. Argentina

Westmount Moving International
592 Hull Street
Montreal, Quebec H8R1V9 Canada
Tel: 514-788-1888 
Fax: 514-800-1865
Mobile: 514-578-2120
Toll-free: 888-413-1888
www.overseas-international-moving.com
Jerome@westmountmoving.com
P.O.C. Jerome Lacerte
P.O.C. Kathleen Scott
P.O.C. Maria Salerno
Sponsors: Abels Moving Services, England 
M. Balderas Moving, S.A. de C.V., Mexico

SUPPLIER
PHS Teacrate
151 Scrubs Lane
London, NW10 6RH, England
Toll-free: 0208 282 0000
www.teacrate.com
simonj@teacrate.com
P.O.C. Simon Johns
P.O.C. David Wicks
P.O.C. Ruth Scruton

TellUs Leads
1617 Cosmo Street, Suite 401
Los Angeles, CA  90028
Tel: 323-463-8030 
Toll-free: 877-770-8159
Fax: 323-463-8036
www.intlmovers.com
antonie.knoppers@tellus.com
P.O.C. Antonie Knoppers
P.O.C. Ronald Cardozo
Sponsors:  Echo Trans World, Inc., NY
TR Overseas Moving Inc., Canada

Transpo Box & Wood Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 230223
Tigard, OR  97281
Tel: 503-486-5881 
Fax: 503-486-5882
www.transpobox.com
janorton@transpobox.com
P.O.C. Julie Norton
P.O.C. Dave Warren

Transpo Services
4411 East 119th Street
Grandview, MO  64030
Tel: 816-763-2310 
Fax: 816-442-6896
www.transposervices.com
mrhite@transposvc.com
P.O.C. Mike Hite
P.O.C. Julie Norton



WASHINGTON UPDATE
By Jim Wise, PACE, LLP

Post-Election Outlook in the 
Lame-Duck Session

      

With the momentous midterm elections behind us, the results 
are clear that the makeup of the 112th Congress will be 

vastly different than the 111th Congress that is now coming to an 
end. As anticipated, Republicans made huge gains in the House 
of Representatives, winning more seats in the November 2 elec-
tion than in the historic midterm elections of 1994. The GOP has 
safely secured well above the 39 seats needed to gain control of 
the House. In the Senate, one seat remains undetermined at this 
point between Alaska’s incumbent Senator, Lisa Murkowski, and 
Tea Party-backed GOP candidate Joe Miller. Should Murkowski 
win her write-in bid, as is being projected, she has confirmed 
she will caucus with the GOP, rejoining a Senate that has shifted 
considerably to the right with Republicans claiming six formerly 
Democratic seats. 
 With a Republican-controlled House and a narrow Demo-
cratic majority in the Senate, much of the 112th Congress is 
likely to be consumed by policy gridlock. Many moderate Demo-
crats lost their seats—leaving more progressive Democrats in 
office—while an influx of hard-right conservatives will soon be 
joining the ranks of the majority party. Republican leader John 
Boehner (R-OH), who is likely to become Speaker of the House 
when the new Congress is sworn in this January, will have some 
contentious in-party issues to deal with, notably an obligatory 
vote on increasing the federal debt limit, with many incoming 
freshmen House Members having campaigned on decreased 
federal spending. Additionally, Boehner has proposed reducing 
federal non-defense domestic discretionary spending to FY 2008 
levels, and many conservative candidates advocate even further 
reductions. The rest of the House agenda is likely to be driven by 
the concerns of the business and finance communities, including 
a push to “repeal and replace” parts of the health care reform bill, 
decrease regulations, and increase oversight of the Administra-
tion through a series of hearings and investigations.
 Despite retaining a slim majority, Senate Democrats will 
be hard pressed to garner the 60 votes necessary to overcome a 
filibuster of any legislation. Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-
NV), having narrowly survived a tight reelection contest against 
a Tea Party candidate, can be expected to be more selective 
about bringing legislation to the floor. The 111th Congress will 
return for a lame-duck session in mid-November to consider key 
legislation before adjourning for the holiday break. Republicans 
and Democrats will also decide key leadership, chairmanship and 
ranking member positions; these decisions will determine the 
role these lawmakers will have in pertinent, relevant legislation. 
Even in the lame-duck session, Democrats will have difficulty 

passing legislation as Republican Senate winner Mark Kirk (R-
IL) will be seated immediately as a result of the special election 
to fill the Senate seat once held by President Barack Obama. This 
will reduce the Democratic majority to 58.
 With this in mind, it is likely that the current continuing 
resolution (CR) that provides funding for all Federal government 
agencies will be extended into 2011. On September 29, Congress 
passed a CR to temporarily fund the government at FY 2010 
levels through December 3. Congress must either pass completed 
agency specific appropriations bills or enact another CR by that 
time. If this does not occur, the federal government will be forced 
to shut down. With Republicans winning a majority in the House, 
it is most likely that the current Congress will pass a longer term 
CR, permitting the 112th Congress to deal with the Appropria-
tions Bills in January and February of 2011. This move could 
lead to the elimination of “earmarks” from all of the FY 2011 Ap-
propriations. The next Congress may also extend the current CR 
for an entire year if it cannot come to a resolution, a move that 
would also result in the exclusion of earmarks and congressio-
nally designated programmatic increases. Earlier this year, House 
Republicans adopted a year-long moratorium on earmarks and 
may push to strip Democratic projects, especially those cham-
pioned by retiring or defeated members. The presumptive new 
Speaker, Boehner, has expressed his desire to extend the morato-
rium and Sen. Jim DeMint (R-SC) is said to be pushing for a vote 
for an across-the-board earmark ban. DeMint’s colleague in the 
Senate, soon-to-be Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, has 
dismissed DeMint’s intentions as “exasperating” and not an effec-
tive way to reduce spending. These combative attitudes may be a 
hallmark of the 112th Congress- within and between both parties.
 With respect to leadership positions, the Senate will not ex-
perience any change in either party. Harry Reid will again serve 
as Majority Leader and Mitch McConnell (R-KY) will continue 
as the Minority Leader. From the perspective of committees 
important to IAM members, there will no changes in these chair-
men. Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI) will remain as the Chairman of 
the Senate Armed Services Committee, with Sen. John McCain 
(R-AZ) continuing as its Ranking Minority Member. Sen. Daniel 
Inouye (D-HI) will remain as the Chairman of the Senate Appro-
priations Committee, with Sen. Thad Cochran (R-MS) continuing 
as the Ranking Minority Member. And Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-
WV) continues to chair Senate Commerce, Science & Transpor-
tation Committee, with Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison staying on as 
Ranking Minority Member.
 However, in the House, there will be significant changes 
as the control of every committee changes from Democratic to 
Republican hands. In addition, the House Republican Caucus 
has adopted policies that prevent an individual from serving as 
either a Chairman or Ranking Minority Member of a Committee 



IAM Offers Volume Discount 
Pricing for Metal Seals

IAM continues to offer special member pricing on metal 
security seals for liftvans. Seals must be ordered in sets  

of 400.  The rates are as follows:

       IAM Members Nonmembers
Under 1000 .08 each + shipping      .12 each + shipping
Over 10,000 .07 each + shipping      .10 each + shipping

 Send all orders to Bel Carrington by fax (703) 317-9960 
or via e-mail to Bel.Carrington@IAMovers.org.

for more than six years. Under the Republican House rules, time 
as either Chairman or Ranking Member are added together to 
determine whether the six-year term limit has been reached. That 
has added a level of uncertainty in ascertaining who is going to 
be chairing committees with oversight of our policy issues. But 
as of this writing, we do know a few things.
 For example, the new Chairman of the House Armed Ser-
vices Committee will be Rep. Buck McKeon (R-CA). On the 
Democratic side, most of the leadership was defeated in the No-
vember elections, including the outgoing chairman, Ike Skelton 
of Missouri. It is expected that Rep. Rob Andrews (D-NJ) will 
assume the position as Ranking Minority Member on the  
committee. 
 With respect to the House Appropriations Committee, things 
are less clear. Rep. Jerry Lewis (R-CA) would be in line to be-
come chair but would need to secure a waiver from the six-year 
term limit prohibitions from his caucus. Should he be unable to 
secure the waiver, the chairmanship could go to either Hal Rog-
ers (R-KY) or Frank Wolf (R-VA). On the Democratic side, the 
outgoing chair, David Obey (D-WI), did not run for reelection. 
We believe Norm Dicks (D-WA) will become the new Ranking 
Minority Member. Finally, Rep. John Mica (R-FL) will become 
the new chairman of the House Transportation Committee, with 
Rep. Nick Rahall (D-WV) moving over from the House Natural 
Resources Committee to assume the position of Ranking Minor-
ity Member on the Transportation Committee.
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The Portal accepts only computer-generated files, 
graphics, and ads supplied on PC- or Mac-com-
patible CD-ROMs. ADS SENT BY E-MAIL MUST 
BE PDF FILES. 

When providing electronically generated adver-
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IAM will not accept disks that arrive without a 
hard copy proof.

In addition, advertisers must provide the follow-
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Deadlines to receive new artwork:
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For further information about Portal display advertising, 
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Industry Calendar
March 6–9, 2011
AMSA/GSA Education Conference & 
Expo
Jacksonville, Florida

March 20–23, 2011
LACMA  Convention and 
  General Assembly
Santiago, Chile

 
April 4–7, 2011
SDDC-HQ Training Symposium
Dallas, Texas
 
May 1–5, 2011
FIDI Annual Conference
Lisbon, Portugal
 
May 8–12, 2011
SDDC-Europe Training Workshop
Willingen, Germany
 
May 26–29, 2011
Young Movers Conference
Malta

 September 12–15, 2011
IAM 49th Annual Meeting
Denver, Colorado

October 10–13, 2012
IAM 50th Anniversary Meeting
National Harbor, Maryland
(Washington, D.C.)

EDITOR’S NOTE: Visit www.iamovers.
org/calendar.html for an expanded list 
of meetings and events of interest to IAM 
members.

Portal 
Editorial Calendar

January/February
Security and Risk Management

March/April
Focus on Africa

May/June
Everything is Relative:
Family Businesses

Need extra copies of 
The Portal? Contact 

membership@iamovers.org
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